
 
 
 
 
 
Editor’s Note: This expanded issue commemorates the exile of Ugandan Asians by Idi Amin Dada in 1972, and more particularly, 
Canada’s humanitarian resettlement of over 6,000 individuals affected by this decree in 90 days. Contributors in this issue are mostly 

Canadian immigration officials who went to Uganda. On this 50th anniversary year of the expulsion, our authors delved into their 
memories and photographic archives to tell readers about their involvement in the Canadian program during those tense, disorienting, 
and dangerous times. Inevitably there is some repetition in these articles: Canadian authors shared many responsibilities, activities, and 
office space; other authors had similar experiences in leaving Uganda. 

 
 

Fiftieth Anniversary of the 1972 Ugandan Asian Refugee Movement 
Michael J. Molloy 
 
On 4 August 1972, Ugandan president Idi Amin Dada announced that Uganda’s Asian (Indian and Pakistani) minority had 
90 days to leave Uganda. The announcement targeted Asians who had British passports, but even those with Ugandan 
citizenship were at risk. 
 
People from western India had been trading with eastern Africa for centuries. By the 1800s there was a small but steady 
movement of Indians to Africa: some came looking for business opportunities or to work in the colonial administration, 
while others who had built the Uganda Railway stayed on when the work was done. 
 
In the late 1800s, Britain added Kenya and Uganda to its empire (along with Tanganyika after World War I). The Asians 
were useful in service delivery, exploiting the colonies’ resources, as junior civil servants, and as intermediaries with the 
African population. 
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Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania became independent in the 1960s, and the comfortable circumstances the Asians had 
enjoyed under British rule deteriorated. In Uganda, the African population numbered approximately 10 million, compared 
with 60,000 to 80,000 Asians. This small minority had created 80 percent of the economy, were 50 percent of the 
professionals, and owned 50 percent of the businesses. They were an easy target for a dictator seeking to consolidate 
power. 
 
General Amin seized power in January 1971 while the country’s elected president, Milton Obote, attended a 
Commonwealth conference in Singapore. Amin quickly gained international notoriety as a dangerous buffoon for his 
outlandish behaviour and pronouncements. The Asian community, which had been under pressure from Obote, thought 
they could come to an understanding with Amin. Attempts to negotiate with him failed, but the expulsion was a shock. 
 
On 6 August, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau announced that he would manage the issue and ordered the immigration, 
external affairs, and defence departments to coordinate Canada’s response. The timing was bad: the economy was down, 
unemployment was rampant, and an election was looming. Within days, the British government, dealing with racial unrest, 
acknowledged its obligations to Asian British passport holders but appealed to Commonwealth countries for assistance.  
 
Trudeau met the British high commissioner on 18 August. Following a cabinet meeting on 24 August, he announced that 
an immigration team would be dispatched immediately to Kampala. The announcement concluded: 
 

For our part we are prepared to offer an honourable place in Canadian life to those Ugandan Asians 
who come to Canada under this program. Asian immigrants have already added to the cultural richness 
and variety of our country and, I am sure, that those from Uganda will, by their ability and industry, 
make an equally important contribution to Canadian society.1 

 
The same day, Roger St-Vincent, manager of the Beirut area office responsible for immigration from Uganda (and 37 
other Middle Eastern and African countries) received the following “Mission Impossible” instructions: 
 

You are not unaware of General Amin’s decree to expel 80,000 Asians from Uganda… accusing them 
of being puppets of the British government and sabotaging the economy of his country. Your mission 
is to proceed to Kampala and by whatever means undertake to process without numerical limitations 
those Asians who meet the immigration selection criteria bearing in mind their particular plight and 
facilitate their departure for Canada. Your mission must be accomplished by November 8.2 
 

How did St-Vincent acquire, furnish, and staff a fully functioning visa office in Kampala in less than a week? How did he 
pull together a team of visa officers, doctors, army medical technicians, visa typists, clerks, and volunteers? How were 
over 6,000 Asians selected, processed, medically screened, and visaed? This story is told elsewhere.3  
 
Between 6 September and 8 November 1972, the Canadian Kampala team issued 6,175 visas. It sent 4,357 adults and 
69 infants on 31 flights to Montreal and the Longue-Pointe reception centre at Canadian Forces Base Montreal. Another 
1,725 travelled on their own. An additional 2,500 Ugandan Asians transferred by the UN to refugee camps in Europe 
arrived in Canada in 1973 and 1974, bringing the total to 8,000. Canada had opened its resettlement program to non-
European refugees in 1970, and the 1972 Ugandan Asian movement was the first real test of the new policy. 
 
Numbers: African-Asian Immigration to Canada 1966-1978 
As we prepare for the 50th anniversary of the Ugandan Asian expulsion, Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada’s 
Data Bureau provided the following chart showing landings in Canada of people between 1966 and 1978 from various 
African countries by their “country of last permanent residence” (CLPR). CLPR captures both citizens and residents. The 
vast majority of those from Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zaire (Congo) were Asians, as white settlers 
departing from those countries (Zaire excluded) preferred Australia to Canada. Pressure on the Asian communities began 
shortly after African countries attained their independence in the 1960s. Canadian immigration officers were sent to Kenya 
in 1968, and as the chart shows, slightly over 700 people came to Canada. By 1972, one immigration officer at the area 
office in Beirut was working full time on Tanzanian Asians whose businesses had been nationalized. The spike in 
immigration from Zaire in 1974 is explained in CIHS Bulletin #70 of May 2014.  
 
Between1966 and 1971, 3,531 Asians from Africa arrived in Canada. The insecurity generated by the Ugandan expulsion 
is reflected in the arrival of another 28,000 Asians from Africa in Canada between 1972 and 1978. 
 
 
 
 

https://cihs-shic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Bulletin-70-Final.pdf
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Immigration from East Africa, Zambia and Zaire (Democratic Congo) to Canada 1966-1978 
 

CLPR 1966 1967 1968  1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 TOTAL 

Kenya 114 239 359 363 245 289 320 1,193 2,394 2,477 1,202 379 227 9,801 

Tanzania 75 115 135 54 49 180 1,105 1,688 2,024 2,188 1,299 605 361 9,878 

Uganda 54 68 62 69 90 149 5,021 2,056 423 112 29 34 43 8,210 

Zambia 141 162 106 96 113 112 78 92 231 354 193 130 106 1,914 

Zaire 3 4 25 13 32 15 11 49 1,273 188 82 32 28 1,755 

TOTAL 387 588 687 595 529 745 6,535 5,078 6,345 5,319 2,805 1,180 765 31,558 

Immigration Statistics 1966-1978

 
1 As quoted in Roger St-Vincent's A Very Fortunate Life, (self-published, undated) p. 205. 
2 Ibid., p. 204. 
3 See for example St-Vincent’s memoir of the Ugandan Asian movement Seven Crested Cranes. I recorded my Uganda recollections in 
chapter six of Finding Refugee in Canada. The first full scholarly account of the movement can be found in Shezan Muhammedi’s Gifts 
from Amin: Ugandan Asian Refugees in Canada. Finally, see Jalal Jaffer’s recent memoir, Memories of a Ugandan Refugee: 
Encounters of Hope. 
 

 

Uganda Refugee Movement 
James Bissett 
 
Shortly after my arrival in London in the summer of 1972 to take charge of the Canadian high commission’s immigration 
section, I was summoned to the high commissioner’s office, where Jake Warren, the high commissioner, asked me to 
attend an urgent meeting called by the British Foreign Office. The subject of the meeting was the announcement on 4 
August by President Idi Amin of Uganda that the Asian minority living there had 90 days to leave the country. The 
expulsion was to apply to all Asians who did not hold Ugandan citizenship, estimated to be approximately 80,000 people. 
 
Included among the 80,000 were approximately 23,000 Asians living in Uganda who possessed British citizenship and 
were therefore entitled to enter Britain. However, the British government had recently introduced a new immigration quota 
and was reluctant to exceed this number by accepting thousands of Asians from Uganda. The government, therefore, 
endeavored to persuade members of the Commonwealth and territories to accept some of these refugees who held 
British passports. This was the purpose of the meeting. 
 

I was aware that Canada had already agreed to accept refugees from 
Uganda and had opened a selection office in Kampala. Upon return to my 
office, I reported to headquarters about the British request for help and 
recommended that our selection team there should give priority in selection to 
those who did not possess British citizenship. 
 
As far as I know, few if any, of the 6,000 refugees selected by our team were 
British passport holders. The vast majority were Ismaili Muslims chosen in 
part because of recommendations made to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau by 
the Aga Khan. The remarkable success of these refugees in rapidly becoming 
integrated into Canadian society speaks for itself, but it also reflects 
favourably on the immigration selection team led by experienced visa officer 
Roger St-Vincent.  
 

Shortly after my message to Ottawa, I was asked to send someone to Kampala to help in the selection of refugees. I 
chose a promising young officer on his first posting named Gerry Campbell. Years later, through the “grapevine” I heard 
that St-Vincent was not happy that I sent him a young, inexperienced officer when I had a large staff of veteran visa 
officers, but within a week St-Vincent had put Campbell in charge of one of his critical sections of the operation. Gerry 
Campbell had a long and successful career and became Assistant Deputy Minister, Operations at Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada. 
 
 

Kampala, Uganda, 2 October 1972 (Photo 

courtesy of Gerry Campbell) 

https://carleton.ca/uganda-collection/seven-crested-cranes-roger-st-vincent/
/Users/Valerie/Downloads/Finding%20Refuge%20in%20Canada%20-%20Athabasca%20University%20Press
https://uofmpress.ca/books/detail/gifts-from-amin
https://uofmpress.ca/books/detail/gifts-from-amin
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/60388192-memories-of-a-ugandan-refugee
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/60388192-memories-of-a-ugandan-refugee
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Uganda 1972 
Gerry Campbell 
 
I had been posted to London for just over one month when I was summoned to Joe Bissett’s office and asked whether I 
would go to Kampala on temporary duty as part of the team being assembled to process Ugandan refugees. 
 
Both flattered at the trust extended to me as a newly arrived junior foreign service officer and attracted by the chance to 
travel to a part of the world that I had never seen, I leapt at the opportunity. It was only later that I found that the offer had 
first been extended to Gordon Whitehead, the number three in London, and to Doug Dunnington. 
 
So within a few days, after getting the requisite vaccinations and visas, I checked in at Heathrow airport with a hundred 
pounds of excess luggage—a supply of application forms for use by the team in Kampala. I flew from London to Kampala 
on a BOAC flight on 3 September 1972 but had to continue to Nairobi on the same plane as clearance had not yet been 
obtained from the Ugandan foreign ministry. I can only remember vaguely being met early on arrival in Nairobi and 
escorted to a hotel where, after a few hours of sleep, I was taken back out to the airport later the same day. I arrived at 
Entebbe airport late that afternoon, where I was met by Roger St-Vincent, the team leader, along with Phil Boyes, a CIDA 
officer from the embassy in Nairobi. 
 
After the forms and I cleared immigration and customs, and Roger had welcomed me aboard with the less-than-
encouraging comment that he “had expected someone with broader shoulders”, Phil drove us into Kampala along dusty 
red roads (or is that now just my imagination) in the golden, late-afternoon African light at breakneck speed (and that is 
literal, not imaginative) past lines of colourfully dressed African women walking along the sides of the road, presumably 
doing their evening shopping. As an aside, when I returned to Uganda in 1998 and drove along this same road in the late 
afternoon, there was no one walking along the road; it was not safe to be out that late in the day. 
 
I was captivated by this first look at Africa, at the tropics, and at landing on the equator at Entebbe, though slightly 
concerned that Phil was going to hit someone and at what would happen if he did. I was still pondering Roger’s cryptic 
comment and thinking that I would show this stodgy old bugger (or something along these lines). I did not realize at the 
time that Bissett’s decision to select an inexperienced junior officer had been challenged by Morris Mitchell, Director of 
Operations in the Immigration Foreign Service. Bissett, who outranked Mitchell, responded by asking him if he was 
questioning his judgement. I am grateful that I was not told of this at the time. 
 
I checked into the Kampala International Hotel in time to see my first African sunset over the green hills and large tropical 
trees of Kampala. The next morning, I found that the team, at that point, consisted of exactly two people: Roger and me. I 
accompanied Roger to check out the IPS Building in downtown Kampala as a place for our operation. During the 
inspection, an African who had applied for a student visa showed up, and Roger delegated me to issue him a visa. To my 
chagrin, I had no idea how to do this, as in London all the visas were done by locally engaged staff. Roger’s look when I 
had to admit this basically confirmed what I suspected his view was, but somehow over the next week or two, I must have 
earned a measure of his confidence, as he asked me to take on the responsibility for organizing and managing all the air 
transport arrangements. This turned out to be an exceptional assignment, as neither I nor anyone else had any prior 
experience in doing something like this, on this scale. 
 
The rest of the team began arriving over the next week or two, while with Roger’s help and guidance, I organized 
arrangements with Bruce McNally of Pan American Airways for the ground handling of Canadian Pacific, Air Canada, and 
PWA charter flights at Entebbe airport, chartered buses to transport Ugandan refugees to the airport, and confirmed 
arrangements with the Kampala International Hotel to use its parking lot as a staging area. Roger in the meantime had set 
up office operations in the IPS Building, and the team had already selected hundreds of refugees. After some unforeseen 
delays in medical processing, the first group was ready to go two or three weeks later. 
 
The first flight, however, was only about two thirds full, causing consternation in Ottawa, where press and politicians had 
been waiting to welcome the first arrivals. This shortfall was in part due to medical processing delays, but another factor 
that quickly became evident was that many if not most Ugandan refugees issued visas were, understandably, hedging 
their bets in case the erratic President Amin changed his mind about his expulsion order. Some were booking commercial 
flights out; others wanted to defer their departure until as close to the early November deadline as possible. 
 
Obviously, we could not run an airlift with empty planes or compress all flights into the late October period. Ottawa had 
provided Roger, over the telephone, with a long list of flights that had already been chartered and scheduled. The solution 
was to put up notices advising all refugees that if they wanted to travel on Canadian chartered flights, they were required 
to confirm bookings on the next available flight. This resolved the situation, and after the first few flights, all future flights 
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were full, and went off with only a few people missing flights, sometimes for valid reasons such as not having been able to 
get a tax clearance certificate or having been detained by the military. 
 

The first flight was a major event, covered even by Time 
magazine. All refugees scheduled on the flight were checked off 
the manifest at the hotel parking lot, and their bags were loaded 
onto three buses for the drive to Entebbe airport, about 45 
minutes from Kampala. The Canadian high commissioner from 
Nairobi, William Olivier, who was also accredited to Uganda, 
flew to Kampala to escort the convoy in his official vehicle, along 
with a senior officer from the External Affairs Africa desk in 
Ottawa. After the buses had been loaded, he called me to his 
car to confirm arrangements at the airport. Olivier was 
accompanied by his political officer, Reg Smith. When I 
explained that the plane was parked by a hangar away from the 
main airport terminal, Olivier asked Smith if he knew where to 
go. As Reg did not know, Olivier ordered me to accompany him 
in the official vehicle, which was to lead the bus convoy to the 
airport. 
 
It was a new experience to ride in an official vehicle with the flag 
flying on the front left-hand fender, but any prestige in riding in 
the front was quickly dispelled when we reached the first military 
roadblock. The driver started to slow down, but Olivier 

summarily ordered him not to slow down and to drive right through without stopping. I shrunk down as far as possible in 
the front seat in case the notoriously undisciplined and often inebriated soldiers at the checkpoint decided to open fire, 
then looked back to see what had happened to the buses. To my surprise, they had all just followed suit, driving right past 
the checkpoint without stopping. This set a precedent that was followed for all other departures. 
 
Arrangements at the airport went off without a hitch for this and all other flights, thanks in large part to the help of the 
PanAm station manager. McNally was more than happy to assist, as arrangements were made to pay PanAm at the 
Canadian end, enabling him to offload Ugandan currency from PanAm’s accounts in Uganda to pay for fuel and be 
reimbursed in Canadian or American dollars.  
 
There were, though, occasional difficulties in the airport screening procedures. After the captain of one of the early flights 
took off, he radioed back to say that the plane had only barely cleared the runway at the last moment, evidently due to the 
fact that it was overweight. It turned out that Ugandan airport personnel or soldiers, subject to compensation, were turning 
a blind eye to strict baggage weight limits. We then had to station Canadian officers at the baggage scales to ensure 
compliance. On one occasion a soldier pointed a gun at Larry Carroll when he stopped an overweight bag from being 
cleared for loading, but Larry refused to back down and this did not happen again.  
 
Aside from a few isolated incidents involving delays or the arrival of different capacity aircraft configurations than 
expected, the charter flight operation continued smoothly with flights on a regular basis, and sometimes two flights on the 
ground at the same time. Many other officers pitched in to help with the marshalling of passengers at the hotel in the early 
morning and screening and boarding at the airport. Team morale was very high right from the outset, under the able and 
professional leadership of Roger St-Vincent. It was only years later, when I had been given similar responsibilities, that I 
realized how much Roger had to deal with, especially in view of the fact that we did not have access to the normal 
communications system of an overseas mission and in an era without cellphones. There were four or five sub-groups 
within the team: a large contingent of visa officers, the doctors (who of course have a different set of professional 
considerations), a group of Department of National Defence medical technicians, administrative and secretarial support 
staff, and Nairobi embassy staff. There was also a steady stream of escort officers who arrived (and left) on each flight, 
along with visiting senior officers from Ottawa, one of whom was Director of Operations Morris Mitchell. Still oblivious to 
his initial concerns, I was pleased when he singled me out for having, by all accounts, done a good job, but mortified when 
he told me that he had received a call from my mother in Vancouver who was concerned about my safety after seeing 
alarming news reports on the security situation in Uganda.  

 

Chartered buses, drivers, and visa officers: Gerry Campbell 
(front left) and Norm Olsen (front right) checking their 
passenger lists (Photo courtesy of Gerry Campbell) 
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How Roger managed all this with no communications 
link, other than by long distance, late-night calls with 
Ottawa, is beyond me. Roger had big shoulders—the 
biggest—and handled the immense pressure that he 
must have been under without showing any strain. He 
took the responsibility for the first partially full flight 
without criticizing me or anyone else. Similarly, when a 
regular DC8 arrived, instead of a larger capacity, stretch 
DC8, Roger was not taken aback or critical. All the 
information on flight dates and equipment was given to 
him over the phone, and somewhere along the line, a 
small mistake had been made.  
 
I liked Roger immensely and got on with him really well.  
I learned a great deal from him in a condensed period of 
time, and undoubtedly the path of my subsequent career 
owes a lot to him and the wide range of contacts I made 
during this intense two-month period. Roger’s hotel suite 
was like the waiting room of an overworked doctor, full of 
people every night after work and after dinner. 
 
I and many of Roger’s team worked from 5:30 in the 
morning until sunset: it was hard work, and hard play 
afterwards—going out for dinner with team staff in the evenings (eating whatever was left on the rapidly diminishing 
menus of the few hotels still open, until not much was left other than tilapia, a fish I still do not like eating), drinking with 
visiting colleagues in the Leopard’s Lair on the top of the Kampala International Hotel, and even sneaking across the road 
to the old British sports club where I learned to play squash for the first time, a game I took up seriously and later played 
in the Caribbean, Hong Kong, and Canada.  
 
In retrospect, it strikes me as a golden time early in my career—a fresh, new experience, challenging, meeting many 
colleagues, some of whom became lifelong friends (Mike Molloy in particular). It is easy to overlook the tension and real 
danger and tragedy that was taking place. Ugandan Asians were having their cars hijacked and their homes ransacked. 
Ugandan African enemies of Amin (who I once saw driving around Kampala in an open army jeep) were being picked up 
on the street and thrown into the trunks of unmarked cars (I saw this happen once, too).  
 
On one Sunday, after a long night of overindulgence, I was lying around the lovely circular hotel pool when a group of un-
uniformed Ugandan security arrived and began assembling automated weapons. For a short time, I thought they might 
start shooting the people around the pool and was looking for the best escape route, until they seized the British journalist 
they were looking for and dragged him away by his hair. After they left, on the way back to my room, I passed Reg Smith 
sitting on the floor of the lobby with his back to a pillar under the guard of a soldier with a rifle. I went up to my room and, 
to avoid any risk, exposed several photos I had taken earlier that morning from my hotel balcony when Ugandan tanks 
and armored vehicles had surrounded the British office in the Speke Hotel across the road. 
 
In early November, as the operation was winding down, several young visa officers (Larry Carroll, Jacques Drapeau, and 
Jim Versteegh) and I persuaded Bud Clark, the Director General of the Immigration Foreign Service, to agree to four of us 
going on temporary duty to Dar es Salaam to help clear a backlog of visa applications that had built up during the 
Ugandan operation. We left Kampala on 5 November, and the next day flew from Nairobi to Arusha in Tanzania and took 
a four-wheel-drive vehicle up to the rim of the Ngorongoro Crater. There we spent the night in the old rustic, damp, and 
foggy crater lodge before going down to visit the crater the next morning. It was the home of the most concentrated herds 
of game in Africa and an enchanting place to visit then, and even 26 years later, when, as high commissioner to Kenya 
and Uganda, I drove my wife and three daughters up to the new Serena Crater Lodge on New Year’s Eve in 1998. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ugandan chartered bus drivers with Gerry Campbell, John McNeish, 
and Jim Versteegh (Photo courtesy of Gerry Campbell) 
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Uganda: Autumn 1972 
Larry Carroll 
 
I returned to Ottawa in the summer of 1972 after a posting of four and a half years in Beirut, Lebanon. Beirut’s large area 
of responsibility for immigration included the Middle East, Turkey, and the eastern half of Africa with the exception of 
Egypt and the Sudan. During my years in Beirut, I made a number of area trips to East Africa (Kenya, Uganda, and 
Tanzania, as well as Zambia and Mauritius). 
 
I was not originally selected to go to Uganda to be part of the processing team that began operations in August 1972, but 
given my most recent overseas experience in East Africa, I was not surprised when Roger St-Vincent asked Headquarters 
that I travel to Uganda for this purpose. I left Ottawa on the evening of 16 September and flew with BOAC to London, 
where I connected on the 17th with East African Airlines for a direct flight to Entebbe. I arrived there on the morning of the 
18th and made my way to Kampala. 
 
When I arrived at my hotel, I went immediately to Roger St-Vincent’s office in the IPS Building. I could sense from the 
onset that there was a high level of adrenaline in the office and that everyone was working flat out. I was immediately 
assigned a small cubicle and began interviewing clients. I only checked in at the hotel after my workday was done. 
 
Each subsequent workday was the same: little time to rest for both interviewing officers and support staff including 
interpreters. What struck me upon arrival at the office on day one was the long line of people that encircled the office and 
continued down the street. All selection interviews were based on scheduled appointments. People submitted their 
application forms to the office and were given file numbers. They were then told to check the local newspaper each 
morning to look for their file number and which date they were scheduled for interview at our IPS Building processing 
office. We worked long hours, starting interviews at 8:00 a.m. and often working past 7:00 p.m. The work was hard but 
extremely rewarding, knowing that we were resettling people in danger and who had skills in high demand in Canada. 

 
Canada operated several charter flights each 
week. Once visas were issued, the recipients 
were assigned specific departure dates on a 
scheduled Canadian Pacific Airlines or Air 
Canada chartered flight. As we geared up for 
these flights, I was assigned to the brigade 
ensuring that departing people gathered in 
the hotel parking lot at 6:30 a.m. for the 26-
mile escorted bus trip to the airport. 
 
Officers verified that the right people were 
ready to depart on their assigned day and on 
the designated buses. Passengers were 
limited to two pieces of luggage including 
handbags. We weighed each piece of 
luggage before placing it on the bus, as it 
could not exceed the allotted 50 lb. limit. This 
limit was a requirement imposed by the 
chartered aircrafts as the total weight of the 
passengers, luggage, and combined fuel 
weights could not exceed the airplane’s liftoff 
capacity. A number of these aircraft were DC 
stretch planes. On one occasion, I boarded 
the bus at the hotel in Kampala and acted as 
escort to the airport. There were three 
military checkpoints on that bus trip. We had 
heard stories of Ugandan soldiers robbing 
people at gun point of their jewelry and other 
personal items, including money. Having a 
Canadian immigration officer escort these 
convoys made for a smooth clearance at 
each check point.  
 

 

The Kampala Office’s “Numerator” and Interview 
Schedule 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left image: Numerator. When Asians  
applied to Canada, the Kampala office 
stamped a unique reference number on 
their application and on a gray information 
form letter using a numerator like the one 
shown here. They were given the form  
letter and told watch for their number in  
the Uganda Argus newspaper. (Courtesy of 
Michael J. Molloy and Jessie Chima) 

 
Right image: Invitation in the Uganda Argus newspaper to appear for 
interview on 13 September 1972. Contacting applicants using the reference 
numbers rather than names protected their privacy and security. (Courtesy of 

the Wayne Bennett Collection, Carleton University Archives, Ottawa) 
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It was customary for the officer escort on 
the bus to remain at the airport until the 
charter flight was in the air. On the day 
that I had that responsibility, an incident 
occurred that required a heartbreaking 
decision on the spot.  
 
The charter plane in question was a 
stretch DC, and it was understood by the 
captain that a sizeable amount of medical 
equipment was being transported back to 
Canada on that flight. The total weight 
capacity of the plane for that day had 
been miscalculated, and the pilot advised 
that a number of passengers would be 
denied boarding. I was charged with 
removing six passengers and their 
luggage. I informed all passengers that I 
would not separate families. I asked for 
volunteers, promising them that they would return by bus to Kampala with me and that we would house them overnight at 
the hotel, feed them a supper and guarantee their departure the following day on the next scheduled charter flight. One 
couple as well as one individual volunteered. I randomly chose three others. Roger St-Vincent was surprised to see me 
return to Kampala accompanied by the six individuals in question. After I explained, Roger fully approved and endorsed 
the decision I had taken.  
 
I once saw Idi Amin drive by the building in a convertible white Mercedes. He was standing up front holding on to the 
window frame and mockingly waving to the crowd in line outside the Canadian processing office. He was wearing a 
holster containing two pistols and a string of bullets crisscrossed over his chest à la Pancho Villa. On another occasion, I 
saw a street vendor selling T-shirts with photo prints of Idi Amin highlighting the latter’s life accomplishments. No 
Canadian officer dared buy one of the T-shirts for fear of the negative repercussions of wearing it back in Canada. 
 
The Canadian setup in Kampala officially closed on 5 November 1972. Roger St-Vincent asked me to complete an area 
trip on behalf of the Beirut office, and so I travelled back to Kenya on the 5th and subsequently did selection interviews in 
Tanzania, Mauritius, and Zambia before returning to Kenya on 10 December. 
 
Roger St-Vincent, who was back in Beirut by this time, subsequently telexed the high commission in Nairobi to ask that I 
return to Kampala in case there were stragglers who had not managed to leave Uganda by Idi Amin’s imposed deadline. I 
therefore travelled back to Kampala to the hotel. I believe the high commission in Nairobi had made arrangements to 
place a notice in the Kampala newspaper that a Canadian immigration official would be in town available to assist anyone 
who might have been unable to attend an earlier scheduled appointment with Canadian officials.  
 
No one contacted me during my stay. I guess all those who needed to get out of the country did so on their own. I finally 
left the country for good on 15 December 1972, having assured myself that no one else required Canadian immigration 
assistance. 
 
 

Personal Recollections 
Jim Versteegh 
 
Having just settled into my first foreign assignment as an immigration officer in Cologne, Germany, I was pleased to be  
given the opportunity to participate in the Ugandan humanitarian program. In retrospect, that experience generated my 
career-long interest in and support for Canada’s refugee and refugee-like programs. 
 
At the request of headquarters in Ottawa, I went initially to Beirut to pick up some files needed in Kampala. On the 
outbound trip from Beirut, I was delayed in Nicosia, Cyprus, for a day because of an unscheduled postponement of my 
flight. When I arrived in Kampala following an overnight flight, I was taken directly to the office, where the program was 
well underway. At first, I was assigned to desk duties including reviewing files, completing forms, and vetting and signing 
admission documents. By the second day, however, after being given some operational guidance and specific information 
on what we were looking for (admissibility and eligibility criteria) I started interviewing. Accustomed to doing three to five 

 

Upcoming Events Related to the 50th Anniversary of the 
Ugandan Asian Community in Exile 

 
Conference 
Beyond Resettlement: Exploring the History of the Ugandan Asian 
Community in Exile, Ottawa, 14-16 November 2022. The Canadian 
Immigration Historical Society is pleased to be a sponsor of this 
conference. Thousands of Ugandan Asians resettled in Canada and 
elsewhere. The conference’s focus will be that resettlement experience. 
For more information and registration, visit the conference website. 
 
Documentary 
This fall, CTV will air an exclusive documentary on the Uganda 
movement, with Omar Sachedina relating the story and linking it to his 
family’s experience. When more specific information becomes available, 
the CIHS will share it on its website. 

https://carleton.ca/uganda-collection/cms-newsletter/august-2022/
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interviews per day in Cologne, I soon settled into a routine of seeing 20-25 applicants per day.  
It was easy to be impressed by the applicants’ personal characteristics. Though they were being forced to leave their 
homeland, few volunteered any critical comments about the Ugandan regime. They were stoic and fully focused on their 
intended futures in Canada, though not many had any substantive knowledge of Canada. At the time, Canadian 
immigration officers abroad were called selection and counselling officers. After positive selection decisions were made, it 
was expected that we would counsel applicants on conditions in Canada. With the timeline imposed by the Amin regime 
and the number of people being interviewed, counselling at interview was not possible. 
 
The absence of counselling was addressed in a modest way on the charter flights to Canada. I had the opportunity to 
escort one of the flights to Montreal—16 hours including a stopover in Madrid to refuel. I was assigned to the front of the 
plane with an empty seat beside me. One by one all heads of family were invited (by one of the flight attendants) to sit 
beside me to ask questions and to be given some basic information about Canada and what to expect upon arrival in 
Montreal. It was certainly not ideal, but at a minimum, all travellers were given the chance to ask what was on their minds.  
 
I returned to Kampala on the next empty charter flight and helped load the next group on buses and escort them to the 
airport for departure. Each adult was allowed only one piece of luggage, and that bag was thoroughly inspected by 
Ugandan officials before being allowed on the plane. We noted that officials were removing valuable items from bags and 
putting them aside, in clear view of observers.  
 
One of the last to leave Kampala, I was part of a small group of officers assigned to Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, for ten days 
to interview applicants from a backlog that had developed. We arrived in Dar es Salaam around mid-day, and after 
checking in to the hotel, which was located near a beach, we decided to go for a stroll on the sand. This walk resulted in 
severe sunburn on the tops of my feet. When interviews began early the next morning, I was unable to put on my shoes. I 
had little choice but to conduct my interviews in a suit and stocking feet. If there have ever been observations from 
applicants about being interviewed by a shoeless immigration officer, I am him.  
 
After ten days, I returned to Cologne and to a less hectic workload. That was not the end, however, of my association with 
the Uganda movement. In 1987 after managing a refugee-like movement out of Central America and returning to 
headquarters, I bought a house in a new development in Ottawa. A few weeks after moving in, my son (then six years old) 
befriended a boy of similar age half a block down the street. The boy was of Asian origin, and when I subsequently met 
his father (a medical doctor) he recognized me as the officer who interviewed and selected him in Kampala. Though I 
can’t confirm that was the case, it was true that he had arrived as part of the Uganda movement in 1972 and that he was 
successfully settled in Canada. In my mind, that example validated the entire program.  
 
 

Memories from Uganda, 1972 
Terence (Terry) Colfer 
 
Terry Colfer is the former ambassador of Canada to Kuwait, Qatar, and Iran. 
 
In early October of 1972, I was enjoying my first posting as a foreign 
service officer at the Canadian embassy in Rome. I had been 
following media reports from Uganda claiming that General Idi Amin, 
President of Uganda, had ordered the expulsion of 80,000 Asians. A 
number of them were members of the Ismaili community who had 
taken out Ugandan citizenship, and as a result had lost any previous 
citizenship they might have held. So, they were stateless. 
 
In the fall of 1972, Canada decided to assist with this refugee crisis. 
Roger St-Vincent, immigration officer in charge at the Canadian 
embassy in Beirut, was selected to head an immigration team that 
would set up in Kampala, Uganda. But a full team of officers was 
required to process the initial quota of 3,000 refugees. This number 
rose to 6,000 shortly afterwards. Consequently, visa officers were 
assigned to Uganda on a temporary basis from headquarters in 
Ottawa and Canadian embassies in Athens, Beirut, Nairobi, Rome 
and elsewhere. I was one of them. 
 

Terry Colfer, Kampala Office, IPS Building, 1972  
(Courtesy: Molloy collection) 
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On my arrival in Kampala on 7 October, I saw that the Canadian team was working extraordinarily hard to ensure that the 
goal of issuing 6,000 visas to Ugandan Asians would be met on time. Roger had arrived several weeks prior and had 
been responsible for finding office space and furniture, for communications, for selecting his team, and so on. Initially he 
had little support, but under his expert leadership, morale was always high and challenging objectives were met. 
 
Part of my job in Rome was interviewing prospective European refugees wishing to be resettled to Canada. The Muslim 
Ismaili community in Uganda was different but in a positive way, as it demonstrated a strong interest in integrating into 
Canadian society as soon as possible. My observation was reinforced by the results of a survey taken a year after their 
arrival in Canada: roughly 3,000 Ugandan Asians initially accepted financial assistance to facilitate their resettlement, and 
fewer than 100 were still receiving government help at the end of their first year in Canada. 
 
Other things set this group apart from refugees I had encountered elsewhere. More than half had postsecondary 
education and most spoke fluent English; they probably would have qualified for residency through the regular immigrant 
points-based system. Once in Canada, these refugees made a relatively smooth transition to being productive citizens, 
with their education and job-ready skills. About 6,000 Ugandan Asians (including Ismailis, Goan Christians, Hindus, Sikhs 
and others) arrived in Canada in the fall of 1972; Canada is now home to approximately 80,000 Ismailis. 
 
I returned to Rome on 7 November, but my involvement with the 1972 Ugandan refugee movement was not over. A few 
weeks later, Ottawa and the UNHCR advised that there were Ugandan refugees in camps in Italy and Malta who wished 
to join family in Canada. I made follow-up visits, and several hundred more Ugandan refugee visas were subsequently 
issued. 
 
Working with the Kampala team was an honour. Despite tight deadlines and a heavy workload, the group spirit was 
consistently upbeat. Roger St-Vincent did an outstanding job as our overall boss. I watched, listened, and learned a lot 
from his judgement and leadership skills. I am only sorry that he is no longer with us so that we could share a beverage 
and properly toast this significant anniversary. Cheers to everyone who was involved! 
 
 

My Experience with the Ugandan Asian Refugee Program 
Nadia Stachowsky Gray 
 
After a posting to Rome, I finished a secondment to the Toronto Immigration Settlement Office and then moved to Ottawa, 
learning the ropes as executive assistant to Bud Clark, Director General of the Immigration Foreign Service. Suddenly, we 
had to deal with the Ugandan-Asian refugee crisis. The top priority was to set up administrative and processing systems in 
Kampala and Ottawa to deal with the applications of refugees applying to Canada. Senior headquarters immigration 
managers at the time included experienced people like Maurice Mitchell and George Reynolds, who managed the growing 
and complex workload.  
 
The threat uttered by Idi Amin to the lives of the Asian Ugandans came without warning and was immediate. Thousands 
of people were in peril. Canada and other countries organized to resettle these refugees. The response was our 
government at its best—confronting an emergency. Immigration (domestic and foreign service), External Affairs, National 
Defence, Health and Welfare, and many nongovernmental organizations and airlines stepped up to help. 
 
In Ottawa, two interdepartmental committees were created to coordinate, one centred in External Affairs and the other in 
the Immigration Foreign Service, which was situated at that time in the Department of Manpower and Immigration. I was 
secretary to the second. My role was to ensure that information was current and available for the committee, and that it 
flowed to and from the External Affairs Committee and between the processing immigration office being set up in Kampala 
and the Immigration Committee. I was also responsible for following up on actions and deadlines. Getting and keeping 
information current was particularly important for the people who were charged with scheduling and chartering aircraft for 
refugee flights. 
 
It was a challenge to keep the headquarters requirements and the field foreign service requests in balance at times. 
Planes had to be chartered for specific days, but then processing in the field office in Uganda had to generate enough 
refugee acceptances and finalize all processing steps for visa issuances to have enough people to fill the plane on the 
scheduled charter day. 
 
It is long ago now, and my memory does not contain details on a day-by-day or action-by-action basis, but reading Roger 
St-Vincent’s diary I was struck by the contrast between the work world before computers and present-day technology. I 
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write this text on my iPad and smile as I realize that with just a few of these small devices a great many processes in the 
Uganda workload would have been streamlined. 
 
At first, many communications from the Kampala office conveyed concern that applicants’ medical clearance processing 
was not keeping up with the numbers of refugees being interviewed and thus slowing down the visa issuances needed for 
people to board a plane for Canada on a particular date. Another continuing issue was the unreliability of X-ray and other 
equipment, including typewriters, which were either breaking or in short supply. These challenges necessitated 
adjustments to chartered aircraft schedules and to staff being sent to Uganda as escort officers. The effect in Ottawa was 
that we were unable to charter the required-size planes with enough lead time. We also needed to ensure that all the 
players had current information about those arriving in Montreal, such as numbers and ages of family members, religion, if 
any had family or friends in Canada, as well as any ongoing transportation needs, housing, and other supports. 
 
The Canadian Armed Forces organized the first reception for the incoming refugees at the airport. It provided food 
according to religious or other dietary needs, warm clothing—even shoes—and then it set up the ongoing transportation 
arrangements and coordinated the necessary next steps with settlement services. 
 
The press also wanted information on an ongoing basis. That was within the External Affairs Committee’s purview, but the 
Immigration Committee had much of the most sought-after information, and so a timely turnaround of reports from the 
field, to Immigration headquarters, to the External Affairs Committee and others was required. People worked long hours 
and weekends with professional dedication regardless of seniority. It was a good team. 
 
Preparations for receiving the refugees was a crucial step and as the end came closer there were concerns about what 
would happen in Kampala and Entebbe for the last flight of refugees. Was a specially equipped plane with medical 
supplies and personnel something to be arranged in case conditions deteriorated?  
 
Immigration foreign service (FS) officers in various headquarters assignments were sent to Kampala, where they helped 
with processing for a brief time (days to a week) until the flight they were to escort to Canada was scheduled to leave. 
Mitchell, Reynolds, Clark, and other senior managers also went to ascertain how things were progressing and how staff 
were coping. The staff there at all levels worked extremely hard responding to unexpected events, putting in early 
mornings and late nights, dealing with piles of work, and scheduling, loading, and escorting busloads of refugees finally 
bound for Canada.  
 
Each trip out to Entebbe airport required running a gauntlet of armed soldiers, often with their gun safeties off, staring at 
those disembarking from the buses. Only one suitcase was allowed at Entebbe airport, since the aircraft’s ability to get 
aloft was dependent upon the plane’s weight. The runway was short in comparison to other airports. At the end of the 
runway was a lake. I knew this because of the information I managed. 
 
As time passed, the processing of refugee files smoothed out and the loading of buses bound for the airport also became 
smoother, but tension rose as the operation prepared for the last flights. At headquarters, pressures from the press and 
the ministerial level required us to send questions to the Kampala office, even while it coped with a grinding workload in a 
tense and dangerous place.  
 
Not only did each headquarters group have to get big things right, but each had to deliver the detailed underpinnings so 
that the closedown happened without mishap. The underlying message was: Just get the answer now and as soon as 
possible. Each group worked very hard, always aware that the operation had to be ended safely and smoothly. But each 
side was frustrated by the other’s information requests. Each side felt the other perhaps did not appreciate the problems 
they had to solve. 
 
I was in my office in Ottawa after one of the headquarters meetings, organizing actions, updates, questions, and briefing 
points. It had been decided that the senior members on the committee would assess if and when they would travel to 
Kampala. Clark, Mitchell, and Reynolds came into my office, and surprised me with a pointed arm and the statement: 
“Nadia is a woman and a foreign service immigration officer”. I think Mr. Reynolds was the speaker. Why this surprise 
announcement? There had been all sorts of male FS in Kampala, but no female FS had been sent from Ottawa. They 
thought one should be sent, and here she was. Since I was the secretary of the Immigration Ugandan Asian Refugee 
Committee, I was up to date on the policy, processing, and logistical issues and could go immediately. I was to assess 
whether the last plane or the last couple of planes should be equipped as medical planes, including a nurse and doctor. 
Speaking to representatives from various countries in Kampala seemed a good way to get information, so these 
managers turned back into Mr. Clark’s office and asked me to come in too.  
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The timeline was tight. Staff and even senior officials were normally scheduled ahead of time for Kampala assignments, 
with enough time for the necessary medical inoculations if required. I had no such inoculations, but I ended up on a fast 
track to leave in two days. Voilà—all the shots at once. Voilà—passport. I do not remember what shots I received but 
began to have a reaction. I told myself that it would pass because I was very excited about going on this assignment and 
there was a very long plane journey for the effects to wear off.  
 
On the plane I slept almost nonstop until we entered the airspace over Africa. Looking out the window, I saw a landscape 
of undulating sand dunes. It was my first view of a vast desert. My travel continued with some more dozing, landing in 
Nairobi, spending a night in a hotel, proceeding to Entebbe, and finally arriving in Kampala.  
 
When the plane doors opened, in came a colleague, the escort officer of the refugees now about to board this plane. 
There was no time for chat. The foreign service escorting officers were efficient and got everything done smoothly. I 
pitched in where needed to keep everyone moving and on board. The plane door closed. This batch of refugees was on 
its way.  
 
My purpose in Kampala was to learn the Canadian, British, and other missions’ assessments for how to prepare for the 
flights that would be scheduled closer to Idi Amin’s 8 November deadline. The consensus was that a medically equipped 
flight, especially at the end, could trigger an adverse reaction by the armed and unpredictable troops all around the airport 
and plane-loading area. It seemed a sensible concern. The best path seemed to be to continue getting planes loaded and 
off the ground as quickly as possible. That was our message back to Ottawa. 
 
At the time, I was asked why I was sent all this way when they were doing the job and had first-hand knowledge of the 
danger. My answer was that they did not have the first-hand knowledge of the various levels of discussion in Ottawa. 
Trying to discuss the issues from both perspectives was too slow in the messages back and forth. My job was to work with 
the people stationed in Kampala to recommend the safest approach. 
 
My job completed, the next day I was the escort officer. The thing that stood out for me about the trip to the airport and 
boarding the plane was the quiet, contained anxiety of the refugees. A couple of other Canadian foreign service officers 
were on board the bus, for security and to shepherd the bus through various stages before getting to the plane. Then the 
plane doors closed. The engines revved, and takeoff commenced. On to Canada. 
 
During the flight there were questions to be answered and reassurances to give. Leaving Kampala, the temperature was 
tropical. Arriving in mid-October in Canada would be chilly. My friend, later my husband, Paul Gray, had already been an 
escort officer. When I was leaving for my assignment, he suggested a thoughtful measure: before landing in Canada, ask 
the refugees to get whatever socks the men or women had out of their luggage and put them on the feet of women, girls, 
and boys in sandals, and to get any warmer clothes out for deplaning. That was done, with at times some humour 
regarding the fashion effects. 
 
My refugees stepped off the plane into the caring and efficient arms of the Canadian Armed Forces. Right this way. Follow 
the colour-coded paths according to your dietary traditions. Welcome to Canada. And they were off to a new beginning! 
 
It was a poignant moment for me on another count. My parents and I had arrived in Canada as refugees after World II. I 
knew that even if there were difficult adjustments to be faced, Canada could and would be a safe haven for them to 
explore their future. 
 
In writing this narrative I realized the theme of refugees has been a thread picked up at various times in my life and 
career. As the refugee officer in Rome, I processed applications from Jewish applicants displaced from Poland, Russia, 
and other Eastern European countries under Russia at the time. Then my experiences with the Uganda movement. 
During my husband’s posting in Pakistan, I witnessed the influx of Afghan refugees during the Russian invasion of that 
country. In Hong Kong, I was on secondment with the Immigration Foreign Service as the refugee officer for processing 
applications from the Vietnamese boat people. Tiananmen Square occurred during this time. Ukraine is now being 
pummelled by Russia. 
 
I used to hope that armed aggression would abate. But like a recurring virus it reappears in various parts of the world. 
Canada has provided shelter and help in these crises. May it always be a place of refuge and offer new possibilities. 
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Escorting a Flight to Canada 
Paul Gray 
 
I was back in Ottawa just about two months after my London posting, when I was asked to go to Uganda to escort a flight 
of Ugandan Asians to Canada. I started this assignment on 28 September 1972, the date of the seventh game of the 
Canada-Russia hockey summit series.  
 
I watched the entire game in front of a coin-operated television at Dorval Airport. Fans standing behind me were inserting 
coins in a blind panic not to lose the program. The atmosphere was electric. Pacific Northwestern announced delays in its 
flight at least three times—and as at least one Pacific Northwestern flight attendant was in the crowd, my suspicion has 
always been that the pilots found reasons to delay departure to see the game. When Paul Henderson scored, the place 
went berserk. I heard someone yell, “The drinks are on me”.  
 
My flight routing was: Ottawa, Paris (maybe), Nairobi, Entebbe, Paris, Longue-Pointe, Ottawa. I remember a long flight 
over the desert and majestic dunes. I stayed overnight in Nairobi, having dinner with Al Lukie and the immigration staff 
there. My stay in Entebbe may have been four days. I was teamed up with Moe Benoit, and my sole role was to allow only 
refugees with visas to enter our temporary office.  
 
My escort role came on 2 or 3 October (it has been nearly 50 years) and began with a somewhat harrowing but rewarding 
trip with busloads of refugees escorted by a vehicle with Canadian flags, possibly with visa officer Gerry Campbell. 
 
Once we were on the aircraft with our passengers settled, I felt that two important messages were due. So, borrowing the 
microphone from the flight attendants, I made the following announcements. First, as the people on board had had 
numerous negative experiences with the Ugandan military, I wanted them to know that they should have no fear when 
meeting Canadian military personnel. Second, I told them that it would be much cooler on arrival in Canada and that they 
should get anything warm to wear out of their carry-on bags.  
 
After dinner was cleared away, I kept myself busy with trips down the aisle, asking people questions about where they 
hoped to go in Canada, whom they might know, and what they hoped to do. I also replied to any questions they might 
have. On our stopover in Paris, passengers were not allowed off the aircraft. I would have been allowed but declined.  
 
The crew of our flight could not have been more sympathetic and helpful.  
 
My lasting memory of arrival at Longue-Pointe was watching the military wrapping blankets around “my guys” as they left 
the plane.  
 
I can get a touch nostalgic with the thought that I was the first working immigration officer to escort a flight of Ugandan 
Asians to Canada.  
 
 

Uganda Memories 
Jolène Beaupré 
 
From Montreal to London and Rome 
Going to Uganda was my first flight out of the country. On our Air Canada flight from Montreal, a transit London-Rome 
flight attendant asked us ladies (myself, Ginette Leroux, and Mary Helen Hempel) if we were the team going to Uganda. 
We replied yes. She told us that the pilot wanted to meet us and brought us to the flight deck. After being introduced and a 
bit of chit chat with the pilot, we were given first class seats and served good drinks and good food. I felt like a VIP, and 
greatly appreciated Air Canada. Our stopover in Rome was pleasant, and staff from our Canadian embassy took good 
care of us. We visited the Vatican, the Sistine Chapel, the Colosseum, and Saint Peter’s Basilica. What a wonderful 
experience! 
 
Arrival in Uganda 
I was very happy, finally arriving in Uganda at the Entebbe airport. What a beautiful country. I could not believe all the 
flowered trees and beautiful, lush scenery and orange earth. I worked long and hard hours for a good purpose with a 
really good team. I did not miss home since I felt comfortable helping thousands of exiles. I saw so many sad faces in line 
waiting to apply to come to Canada. Before handing out application forms at the counter, we asked basic questions. I 
remember asking a young newly married couple how many members were in their family, and they replied 43. I thought it 
was kind of funny. Their definition of family was quite different from our Canadian definition. 
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We had really good leadership with Roger St-Vincent and Mike Molloy, especially as we worked under strict deadlines 
and dangerous conditions in an unstable country. 
 
Military Tank Parade 
For a while, every day an army parade slowly moved in front of our immigration office in the IPS Building. One day I was 
standing at a desk reading documents in front of the big window. All of a sudden, I noticed the turret barrel of the army 
tank start aiming towards us. I heard Roger St-Vincent scream to us “Everyone at the back and bend down”. I did not 
follow instructions but stayed put. I just stood there with my left leg shaking but remained calm and looked at the tank 
barrel gun move back to its front position. The parade kept on moving down the main drag. With not much post-drama 
stress, we all went back to work quickly. What a good efficient team we made, with no time to waste.  
 
Squash Game 
One evening after dinner, a bunch of us agreed to go play squash at the golf 
club behind our hotel. It was late, and the club was closed. We could not 
access the squash courts, but we noticed that there was a small opening at 
the bottom of the barbed wire fence. Yeh!!! We could sneak in. Ginette 
Leroux, being really thin, went under the fence and opened the door to the 
club. I remember playing squash with someone who could speak Quebecois 
really fast. We pretended that Idi Amin’s face was on the front wall and we 
hit the ball as hard as possible. I really enjoyed playing squash that night 
even though I played barefoot—I did not have running shoes. On the way 
back, we noticed a security guard leaning on the wall of the hotel close to 
the back entry. He watched us go by with a smile and was not aggressive, 
thank God. 
 
Pool 
On a Sunday around 2:00 p.m., John McNeish, Veronica Clarke, and I 
decided to go to the hotel pool to relax. There were not many people 
around, but I noticed three young boys having fun in the pool; one was white 
with a British accent, one was an Asian, and one was black. What a 
beautiful picture to enjoy during a scary world around us because of crazy 
Idi Amin. Sadly, not too long after, soldiers with their weapons walked in to 
check out the scene. The beautiful young boys were scared and came out of 
the swimming pool. Thank God the soldiers turned around and left. Too bad 
the beautiful picture did not last a long time. 
  
Cairo 
At the end of our work in Kampala we (Peggy Watson, Veronica Clark, Hélène Labelle, and I) stopped in Cairo. We were 
booked into two decent hotel rooms. Not too long after our arrival, we heard a knock on the door. A hotel staff politely 
requested that we move to other rooms. I replied that we were fine there. He insisted we take our luggage and follow him 
to the end of the hall. He opened the double doors that gave access to two double doors on each side, which he also 
opened and told us to enjoy the first-class rooms. I figure hotel management was thankful to us Canadians for helping out 
the Asian refugees escaping Uganda. 
  
Idi Amin 
Some time ago, I watched a TV Ontario documentary on Idi Amin. It confirmed to me that I actually did meet and speak 
with Idi Amin Dada. One evening during our time in Kampala, we went up to the Leopard's Lair on the top floor of our 
hotel. A while after, I stepped out of the club and noticed there were stairs by the elevators going up to another floor. So 
being a curious person, I went to see what was up there. I slowly entered a dark room and could not see much. Down a 
short hallway on the right was a bit of light. I noticed a bartender and three tall African men at the bar. I thought perhaps 
they were hotel managers. The man in the middle greeted me, and we chatted a bit. A few minutes after, he shrugged his 
head ordering the two guys by his side to go to the back of the dark room. This is when I noticed two other men at the 
back standing with a very straight posture, as if they were security guards. They were not wearing military outfits but were 
dressed and looked exactly as Amin’s security guards in the TV Ontario documentary. The man standing at the bar (Idi 
Amin) eventually asked if I wanted a drink, I hesitated but trying to be diplomatic said yes. The bartender served me the 
drink. Being careful I only took a very small sip. The man at the bar (Idi Amin) asked me if I was American and I replied 
“No, I’m not American”, and he went on to say he did not like Americans. Being careful and playing it safe, I replied, “You 
are not the only one”. All of a sudden, thank God, John McPhee showed up at the door to say that they were waiting for 
me downstairs. I said thank you and goodbye to that man at the bar and left the room. 

Presenting the first visa to Sami Marodali: Left 
to right: Roger St-Vincent, Officer in Charge, 
Kampala operation; Sami Marodali; Jolène 
Beaupré, visa typist; and Mike Molloy, head of 
the Selection Unit. (Courtesy: Canada Department 

of Manpower and Immigration) 

https://www.tvo.org/video/documentaries/idi-amin
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Uganda Experience 
Ginette Leroux 
 
I recently received an email from Mike Molloy about the upcoming 50th anniversary of Idi Amin’s decree expelling the 
Ugandan Asian population. No wonder I’m getting old. Even though 50 years have gone by, I still remember it as being a 
pivotal moment in my life. Obviously some memories have faded, some I see differently than how they actually happened, 
while others I seem to remember vividly. 
 
My experience in Uganda will obviously be very different from those being expelled. I can’t imagine how that must have 
felt, but 50 years later we are seeing a similar scene in Ukraine, where people are again having to leave their homes due 
to a tyrant. 
 
Mary-Ellen Hempel, Jolène Beaupré, James McMaster, and I worked in the Central Processing Office (CPO) in Ottawa 
and were responsible for providing immigration papers for applicants from the United States wanting to come to Canada. 
We were asked if we were interested in going to Uganda to work for a couple of months. None of us knew where Uganda 
was, so we looked at a world map. How exciting to be asked to travel to Africa to work! Our decision to go basically 
depleted the support staff from CPO, and a hiring process soon began to replace us. 
 
The first thing we needed to do was get all the inoculations necessary to travel to Africa. Not a fun time. These shots were 
usually administered over a much longer time period. I remember getting two shots (one in each arm) on the same day, 
and that night I was not able to lift my arms. 
 
Our flight to Africa was very long. It was my first time flying. Our first leg of the journey took us to Rome, where we met 
some of the personnel who worked in the Canadian immigration office. They took us sightseeing. We visited the Sistine 
Chapel, the Colosseum, St. Peter’s Basilica, and the Trevi Fountain. What a wonderful experience! After a very full day, 
with no sleep because we could not sleep on the plane coming over, we were taken out to supper by these same kind 
people. Our flight to Nairobi was to leave at midnight but it did not depart before 3:00 a.m. We could not even buy a cup of 
coffee at the terminal. I think we were the only people there. We all fell asleep on the plane and did not wake up until we 
got to Nairobi. 
 
We wanted to get something to eat in Nairobi, but because none of us had much experience in travelling, we had not 
thought to get the local currency, so there was no supper that night. The next morning, we flew to Kampala. At last, we 
had arrived in Uganda. I remember all the beautiful greenery and the palm trees. Our summer was winding down in 
Ottawa, so I felt we got an extended summer that year. 
 

We were scheduled to work at our Kampala office the next day. Mary-
Ellen and Jolène were able to go, but I had severe jet lag. I was in my 
hotel room for three days. My kind co-workers were very concerned and 
eventually with the help of some much-needed food, I recovered and was 
ready to contribute. 
 
Because I was out of commission those first three days, I did not 
participate in distributing the applications to those wanting to come to 
Canada, but I got first-hand accounts from Mary-Ellen and Jolène. It was 
fascinating how things were handled in the beginning. 
 
We worked from early morning to around 7:00 p.m., six days a week with 
Sundays off, but we didn’t mind. Those days were long but very 
rewarding. We worked well together. We all took advantage of a beautiful 
pool at the hotel. The sun was warm, and we were surrounded by such 
wonderful people. 
 
There was also a place in the hotel where we could grab a quick bite 
after work and then head back to our respective rooms for a quiet night. 
On one such occasion, four of us were sitting at a booth each with a drink 
in our hands waiting to place our order. At the table across from us, a 
British journalist was sitting alone with papers spread out in front of him. 
Two police officers and one plain clothes officer came in, hauled him out 
of his chair, hit him in the stomach with the butt of a rifle, and dragged 

Mary Ellen Hempel (left) and Ginette Leroux (right), 
visa typists from the Central Processing Office in 
Ottawa, produced more than 6,000 visas in the 
Kampala office during the 60-day operation. 
(Courtesy: Canada, Department of Manpower and 
Immigration) 
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him away. I was stunned and then realized what a dangerous place we were in. We all lost our appetites, left our drinks, 
and went to our rooms. We never really talked more about this incident, because one thing we learned from Roger St-
Vincent was never to talk about Idi Amin and the things we saw in public, even between ourselves. It was a taboo subject. 
 
We were assigned an African driver called Denis, who would pick us up in the morning and drive us back to the hotel at 
night. Denis always seemed available when we needed him. I remember him driving us out in the countryside to visit 
certain landmarks. Apart from these little jaunts, a few of us went to Mombasa Beach during the Ugandan National 
Holiday. Roger St-Vincent was afraid that there might be trouble on that day, so he whisked some of us away for a 
weekend. It’s not a place I will ever forget: apart from the white sand and the very long beach that seemed to go on for 
miles, a beautiful buffet awaited us. You have to remember that I was only 20 years old, and a hotel like this was way 
beyond my means. One thing, however, made us uncomfortable—on the night we arrived in Mombasa, our taxi driver 
criticized Idi Amin. He obviously did not agree with what Idi Amin was doing and felt comfortable talking about what was 
happening in Uganda, but we were in a different country and didn’t engage. 
 
Local residents, the Chima sisters, came to work at our office to provide secretarial support. Their father invited us to his 
house one Sunday and served us Indian food. He told us that he made it very mild for our palates, but it was still spicy. I 
still remember that Mr. Chima showed us how to wear a turban. He unwound his own and then showed us how he 
wrapped it on his head. It was fun to watch him adroitly put it back in place. Someone also showed us how to put on a 
sari. This family emigrated to Canada. 
 
Our time in Uganda soon came to an end, but not our memories. The graciousness of Roger St-Vincent and Mike Molloy 
will never fade from my mind. Roger had a suite and would often invite us to congregate in his room. We never seemed to 
tire of each other’s company. Some of us have kept in touch and fondly remember this momentous time in our lives. 
 
Years later, when my five-year-old daughter was taking swimming lessons at the Nepean Sportsplex, I was sitting beside 
a woman. We started to talk, and for whatever reason the subject of Uganda came up. She had lived in Uganda and had 
applied to Canada during this time. It made me feel proud to have been part of this and to know that she had made a 
good life for herself here in Ottawa. 
 
I want to thank Mike for giving me the opportunity to write down a few memories. As I said, I’m sure over time my 
memories have changed a bit, but I guess that is to be expected. I remember certain things one way, and my co-workers 
and friends may remember them differently. But in the end I have fond memories of my time in Uganda and with the 
special people I worked with. Roger is no longer with us, but we all carry his memory and feel proud to have known him. 
 
 

Mother’s Memories from 1972  
Rahim Meghji  
 
Ed. Note: The following article combines extracts from Rahim Meghji’s emails to Mike Molloy, 29 August–6 September 2022. 

 
My mother and her family immigrated from Uganda in 1972. This weekend, I was wanting to find out some history on this 
migration and I came across your lecture at Western University in 2012. I thoroughly enjoyed the account of what 
happened. 
 
I wanted to drop you an email to thank you for all you and the team did in 1972 and thank you for telling the history.  
 
I also wanted to give you some family stories from that time. My mother and her family arrived in Vancouver in late 
October 1972. They found an apartment. On 31 October, kids in costumes started knocking on the door. My mom and her 
family were terrified. They later found out what Hallowe’en was. 
 
My mother clearly remembers that she and her aunt and uncle went to a Ugandan government passport office, where 
they were greeted by an intoxicated officer. The officer looked at my relatives’ passports and said they were not Ugandan, 
stamped their passports with “cancelled”, cut the corners off, gave their passports back, and said “Go, Britain will help you 
now”. There was no review of records; it appeared very much to be an arbitrary decision by the officer. My mom said the 
whole experience was terrifying. When this happened, my mom was really upset and regretful that she had given up her 
British passport in favor of a Ugandan passport. 
 
My mom’s brother worked for an American multinational in Uganda which had suggested he move to Vancouver since 
they could use his skills in Canada. She with her siblings then proceeded to the IPS Building. In contrast with their 

https://youtu.be/NtQPKNhxymY
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experience at the Ugandan passport office, their visit to the Canadian office was greeted by professionalism. The 
Canadian immigration officer asked about their education and experience. The kindness and compassion demonstrated 
by the officers, combined with the warm reception on their arrival at the Longue-Pointe Canadian Forces Base, paved the 
way for her to be a proud Canadian. 
 
 

From Kampala to Vancouver: A Unique Medical School Transfer 
Dr. Alnoor Abdulla, with foreword by Michael J. Molloy 
 
Foreword 
The success of Canada’s Kampala operation depended in part on the efforts of local Canadian and Ugandan Asian 
volunteers like nurse Heather Leighton, Nancy di Gregorio, and the Chima sisters. Some were paid, some not. Unknown 
even to Roger St-Vincent until the last minute was a Tanzanian Asian medical student, Alnoor Abdulla, who worked 
alongside the army medical technicians analyzing medical samples. (See his article about St-Vincent in CIHS Bulletin 95, 
which describes this experience.) Alnoor, who arrived in Canada with the Ugandan refugees but was classified as an 
independent immigrant and as such ineligible for refugee settlement services, retired as a distinguished cardiologist. 
 
Before World War I, Alnoor’s grandparents travelled by dhow from Kutch in India’s Gujarat province to east Africa and 
settled in the village of Mpwapwa in central German East Africa (later Tanzania), where they established a series of small 
shops. Mpwapwa, located in an arid region with few resources, was an important stop on the infamous slave and ivory 
route. Alnoor’s father, Hassan, born in 1927, benefited from a formal education at the Aga Khan School in Dar es Salaam 
and worked for a law firm for several years. In 1950 Hassan married Roshan, the head mistress of the Bohra Shia Muslim 
school. Hassan and Roshan moved to Mpwapwa at his father’s request to take advantage of growing economic 
opportunities created by a lavishly resourced but ill-fated British agricultural scheme. Alnoor was born on 18 September 
1951.  
 
The family eventually set up its own business, living for eight years in a small three-room mud home, with a shop in the 
front, a kitchen-store room, and a single bedroom. With hard work, frugality, and a sharp eye for opportunity, by the end of 
the 1950s they had built a complex with two residences, a large store, and three small shops. Despite being active 
supporters of Tanzanian independence and President Julius Nyerere, they lost everything when socialist Tanzania began 
nationalizing Asian businesses and properties in the late 1960s. 
 
Alnoor was sent to school in Dar es Salam, where he did very well. In 1969, the only medical school in East Africa was at 
Makerere University in Kampala, which took a total of 100 students a year from Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania. Alnoor 
was one of 10 Tanzanian students accepted by the medical faculty. 
 
Alnoor Abdulla’s Story 
Starting in Africa… 
On 25 January 1971, Uganda had a military coup, and General Idi Amin seized power. Deposed President Milton Obote 
took refuge in Tanzania with his good friend President Nyerere of Tanzania. Essentially Tanzania and Uganda entered 
into a “state of war”. During the March school vacation from Makerere University in Kampala, I did not risk going home to 
my village in Tanzania, for fear of not being able to get back into Uganda. That vacation, our professor of anatomy gave 
me a job at the anatomy lab, creating cadaver models for teaching purposes. This hard work literally paid off here and 
again in the future. Later things simmered down at the border, and I was able to go home to visit my family in July and 
December 1971. 
 
Given the situation, I tried to transfer to another medical school. Many universities responded to my request, but usually 
just rejected it or suggested applying to their medical school from the beginning through the usual admission process and 
clearly stating that there would be no financial assistance.  
 
I left Makerere and took off to Tanzania in May 1972 to renew my passport. It was a major struggle, but I got the renewal 
until 1979. Tanzanian passports were normally only valid at that time for travel to specific countries (in my case, Uganda, 
for my studies), but I succeeded in having it made valid for travel to more countries, including Canada.  
 
In July 1972, I went home for the vacation, and I recall the conversations with my family, mainly my mother. I got the 
feeling that she was not going to be able to hold on too long in that household. I worried about my four-and-a-half-year-old 
brother Rahim growing up in that environment. On 4 August 1972, Idi Amin came up with his infamous decree expelling all 
Asians from Uganda within 90 days. Now all Ugandan Asians were going to be scrambling to get out, and what would 
happen to me, a Tanzanian? 

https://cihs-shic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/CIHS-Bulletin-95-December-2020.pdf#page22
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In October 1972, I started receiving some positive responses to my applications from reputable medical schools in 
Canada, the U.S., and the U.K., but I did not receive any definite acceptances. What seemed to have helped were the 
excellent results of my University of Cambridge and University of London A level exams and strong recommendations 
from the professors at Makerere Medical School. That stated, two large challenges had to be addressed: immigration and 
funding. 
 
I had to get permission to immigrate to one of the three countries that gave me a favourable response. Everyone was 
scrambling to leave Uganda—all embassies and high commissions were flooded with refugee applications. Being a 
Tanzanian, I felt I did not stand a chance. I decided to concentrate on trying to get Canadian immigrant status.  
 
The Canadian high commission was processing hundreds of Ugandan applicants daily and simultaneously getting their 
medical examinations done. I volunteered to help at the medical laboratory, supported by letters from my professors at 
Makerere. I was competent at doing stool and urine checks for ova and parasites, having completed my 
microbiology/pathology requirement. In mid-September, I stopped attending classes and started working full time at the 
high commission’s medical laboratory, where the Canadian staff were very pleased with my work. 
 
In October, I got positive letters from the Universities of Alberta and Western Ontario. Then came the definitive 
acceptance letter from the University of British Columbia (UBC). I could not believe it! The acceptance letter, however, 
unequivocally stated that there would be no financial assistance or funding. I quickly made sure that all the Canadian 
medical team members knew that I had been accepted by UBC’s medical school, though I was still not able to get an 
application form or interview for immigration. I was Tanzanian—they had their hands full trying to deal with Ugandan 
refugees.  
 
Towards the later part of October, the grace of Allah fell upon me. On this “never will I ever forget” evening at around 5:00 
p.m., while still working in the medical laboratory, I was summoned to go upstairs. The “big man” (Roger St-Vincent) 
wanted to see me in his office. He told me that he had heard good things about me from the medical staff and knew that I 
already had medical school acceptance at UBC. He asked me about my family, my ability to fund my education, where I 
would go, etc. I told him that I was alone in Uganda; I had no funds; my family had no resources abroad; and I did not 
have any relatives abroad who could assist me financially. I said that if I was allowed to immigrate to Canada, it would turn 
out to be good for Canada as well. As for how I would support myself, although I had no resources—I emphasized that I 
did not expect to get anything handed to me—I would work very hard and repay in full whatever assistance I got.  
 
As he sat there expressionless listening to me, I could not tell what he thought. He looked at me and then flatly stated that 
he would give me “landed immigrant status”. I was shocked! I think my heart and breath stopped momentarily. I already 
had a direct transfer into a Canadian medical school with more than full credit in the subjects I had completed at 
Makerere, and now I had official permanent residence immigrant status in Canada!! 
 
He asked me if I was ready to fly out. In a daze I said yes. He said I would have to leave on 31 October. That “big man”, 
Roger St-Vincent, the “guardian angel”, gave me a new life in my new country Canada, that I could call home.  
 
I had been getting prepared. I had already applied for my “Uganda Tax clearance certificate” on 13 October 1972, and the 
Bank of Uganda approved it on 27 October. I had filed my “Declaration of assets for Non-citizen Asians leaving Uganda” 
on 28 September with the Bank of Uganda, even though I had no assets. I got it on 30 October. I had saved some 
Ugandan money and got it converted to US $140 at the Uganda Commercial Bank on 28 October. I did not want to carry 
the money with me for fear that we would be searched at the Ugandan army check points on the way to the airport. I had 
become friends with a Canadian medic at the medical laboratory. I gave him my American money and he gave me his 
address, so that when I got to Canada I could write, and he would send me my money. I am sad to say that he never 
answered my letters.  
 
At 7:00 a.m. on 31 October 1972, I was at the rendezvous spot behind the Apollo Hotel, where the Canadian high 
commission bus picked us up and took us to the airport. We passed multiple army check points on the way. I was terrified 
as a Tanzanian, but I had no possessions or money with me that that would interest any officers at the check points. We 
made it to the airport, and we took off in the Canadian government-chartered Canadian Pacific flight to Canada.  
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…Arriving in Canada 
That flight from Entebbe on 31 October 1972 was full of Asian refugees. I was the only one who was not Ugandan. The 
plane stopped at Madrid for re-fueling and we were allowed to get off and walk around. I sent an unsigned post card to my 
parents to let them know I was alive and “on my way”.  
 
That same Hallowe’en night, after landing in Montreal, we were taken to the Longue-Pointe military base, where we were 
received by military personnel. I remember the trepidation of many of our older people coming off the flight and being led 
away by soldiers. We had just escaped soldiers in Uganda who were looting, raping, and killing everyone, and now we 
were in the hospitality of these Canadian solders.  
 
The next morning, we were processed at big aircraft hangar triage centre. I was alone, designated as “Independent” on 
my Canadian ID card, not Ugandan but Tanzanian, and I wanted to go to university. I had no funds and no family 
resources. I was shuffled from one immigration officer to another. After a difficult day, the frustrated senior official decided 
that Manpower and Immigration Canada would fly me to Vancouver in a commercial flight, give me temporary 
accommodation like the other refugees, and then it was up to the immigration officers in Vancouver to sort out the matter. 
The Immigration department would issue me a loan for the cost of the flight and give me an overcoat/raincoat, umbrella, 
and ten dollars. I repaid that loan within my first year in Canada. 
 

This image shows a passport page with examples of the forms 
and stamps needed to leave Uganda in 1972: (clockwise from 
upper right) the author’s National Bank of Commerce 
(Tanzania) stamps for educational travel allowance for study in 
Uganda, the Uganda Commercial Bank stamp, the important 
Tax Clearance Certificate, dated 13 October 1972, and the 
Bank of Uganda Exchange Control Department Stamp of 27 
October 1972. (Courtesy: Alnoor Abdulla) 

This is Alnoor Abdulla’s copy of his “Declaration of 
Business and Industrial Interests in Uganda by 
Non-citizen Asians Leaving Uganda” form, which 
was stamped on 30 October 1972.  
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That same day, 1 November 1972, I flew to Vancouver with about 20 Ugandan Asian refugees on a commercial flight. At 
Vancouver airport, the Canada immigration people were there to receive the refugees, and I was allocated my promised 
“transit” accommodation at the Gifford Hotel, which was behind the famous Sylvia Hotel at English Bay.  
 
The next morning, the hotel clerk explained to me how to get to the Immigration office. I walked with my papers, flimsy 
rain/winter coat, umbrella, and ten dollars in my pocket. It was wet, and the cold bit into me. I negotiated my way to the 
Manpower Centre on Howe Street, which was very busy with so many Ugandans there, working out their 
accommodations and getting their allowances. I immediately got the now-familiar refrain of, “Not a Ugandan, no family, no 
resources, no sponsor, not agreeing to look for work, and wanting to go to university”.  
 
Then I heard “Alnoor, Alnoor” being called from the other side of the counter. I look over and it was Mrs. Elizabeth Strong, 
a Canada Manpower official who had come to Kampala towards the end of the exodus and met me working in the 
Canadian medical department. She took me aside, and I explained my situation. She authorized temporary 
accommodation at that same Gifford Hotel and a weekly single-person allowance until I got my finances arranged. My 
second Canadian “guardian angel”. Alhamdulillah—another step forward! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The following day, on 2 November 1972, I arrived at the UBC campus, found my way to the medicine department, and 
looked for Dr. Graham, the associate dean who had sent me the letter of acceptance. When I found him, the conversation 
went somewhat like this, “Oh you are here. We have been expecting you, and we have decided to give you credit for all 
your training”. He suggested that I would start off in the third-year class. I was not sure if I would make it, starting in a new 
country, new medical system, part way through the year. He acknowledged my concern and said they would reconsider 
that. Ultimately, I began in second year. The conversation then switched to my finances. I told him that I did not have any 
funds to pay the fees, and I had only temporary accommodation at the hotel downtown. He looked pretty grim. Somewhat 
unhappy, he asked me to go and meet with UBC’s president. He would let him know that I was coming. 
 
When I met with the president, Dr. Walter Gage (a large, fatherly, softspoken man), he asked me a little bit about myself, 
and I related my situation to him. I asked for financial support until November the following year, when I could to get a 
student loan. He looked at me silently and smiled. Dr. Gage—my third Canadian “guardian angel”—made a couple of 
phone calls and explained to me the plan. He would reach into funds accessible personally to him as UBC president, 
which would go towards my tuition fees as a loan. The university would get me a place in residence on campus. To pay 
for my residence fees, I would have to work part time during the school year. He told me go to the pathology department 
and meet Dr. Hardwick. I did not even realize at that time that I had not eaten or had anything to drink since the flight from 
Montreal.  
 
Dr. Hardwick was a tall, distinguished man. He explained to me about the only job he had for me and the arrangements. I 
would work after classes at night at the Vancouver General Hospital (VGH) morgue. He would take me there and show 
me what to do.  
 

The author’s Canadian Immigration Identification Card, showing that he became a permanent resident of Canada 
on 1 November 1972, at Montreal International Airport. The “UGX” typed and stamped in the upper left corner was 
the code assigned by Immigration Canada to its temporary visa processing office in Kampala. (Courtesy: Alnoor 

Abdulla) 
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I took the number 10 bus back downtown and walked to my hotel. I was hungry. The gentleman at the desk told me the 
cheapest place to eat was McDonald’s. I had to make my ten dollars last till the end of the week, so my routine became 
one meal a day at McDonald’s: a regular hamburger for twenty-five cents and a hot chocolate for ten cents. 
 
Dr. Hardwick took me to the pathology department at VGH, introduced me to the morgue staff, and had them explain to 
me how and what was to be done. I worked weeknights and weekends all through that academic year. I had to dissect 
one or two bodies to get them ready for the autopsy assessment by the pathologist the next day. Weeknights, I would 
have to finish my work by 11:30 at the latest, then take the Broadway bus to Broadway and Granville (and wait in that cold 
that I had never experienced before) and transfer to the last number 10 UBC bus just before midnight. The bus drivers got 
to know me. I slept in the last long seat, and they would wake me up when we got to UBC. I would then walk across the 
campus to my residence in that cold at around 12:30–1:00 a.m. 
 
I worked extremely hard that year. I do not know how I studied or got my assignments done. I believe the solid 
foundational education at Makerere Medical School and the knowledge from my work in the morgue allowed me to not 
only manage but do well at my studies. I actually won two awards at UBC that year! 
 
…And my First Canadian Summer Job 
Canex Placer, a mining company, was exploring for lead and zinc in the Northwest Territories (NWT), and I had a summer 
job as a first aid attendant. We flew to Watson Lake in the Yukon in early June, then took a ski plane to the middle of 
nowhere in the NWT, where there was still snow.  
 
The camp consisted of several large tents, a kitchen trailer, and an eating area. Here I was, the only colored person. I did 
not eat pork, did not drink alcohol, and did not gamble. I did not look, talk, or swear like the others and was completely a 
fish out of water. I had not been in Canada for even a year. We slept on single cots in tents of six people, with one oil 
heater in the middle of the tent.  
  
The mining operation was organized into two 12-hour shifts a day. The geologist and miners would be dropped off by 
helicopter on different ridges in the surrounding area. They would drill a 10-20-foot-long core from the rock and mark the 
spot to identify its location. The core of rock would be pulverized and then sent as powder by helicopter to Watson Lake, 
and from there flown to Vancouver, where it was analyzed for concentrations of lead and zinc. Seven to ten days later, 
they would learn which specific spots had high concentrations of the minerals and could determine if it would it be cost 
effective to “stake it” as their property. 
 
My job as a first aid attendant was pretty mundane— treating cuts, sprains, a dislocated shoulder, and one bad ankle 
fracture. I had time on my hands. The helicopter pilot was an overweight, beer-drinking, bigoted, horrible man. Very soon 

it became clear to everyone that I had very good 
gun-handling skills, was a great shot, and had no 
fear. When I beat the helicopter pilot during the 
long-range rifle-shooting contests, I earned many 
protectors/friends. 
 
After two or three weeks, I told the camp boss I 
could speed up their whole operation and save 
them a lot of money. I explained that I could tell 
him the lead/zinc ore concentration at the camp 
the same day. I asked him for the supplies I 
needed: a light meter, small circular metal rings, 
cellophane paper, graph paper, pencils, and 
multiple small samples of pulverized ore with 
accurately known concentrations of lead and 
zinc. 
 
The principle was that the higher the heavy metal 
concentration, the less light would get through 
and be detected by the light meter.  
I tested all the known samples of lead and zinc 
and charted the results on the graph paper. I 
started analyzing our ore and predicting the 
concentrations on the same day. I was very close 

L-R: An English geologist who had come to Canada to work for the summer, 
and Alnoor Abdulla, outside their shared tent at the mining camp. As they had 
both studied in the English system Abdulla’s vocabulary and expressions 
were familiar to the geologist. (Courtesy: Alnoor Abdulla) 
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to the results from Vancouver. After two such runs, they essentially started accepting my analysis. I was able to tell them 
the “hot locations to stake” the same day versus seven to ten days after the results went to Vancouver, thus speeding up 
the camp’s operation. The amount of land staked was almost twice what they had expected. I got a double salary for the 
three months. I deposited all the money in my bank account in Vancouver, as I did not need a cent there—no alcohol, no 
gambling, guns and free bullets, excellent food, and the helicopter pilot off my back. Also, I was now learning to swear like 
the French-Canadian miners, and they loved it. 
 
 

Britain Celebrates the 50th Anniversary of the Arrival of the Ugandan Asians 
Michael J. Molloy 
 
Fifty years ago, on 18 September 1972, the first evacuation flight of Asians fleeing Uganda landed at London’s Stansted 
Airport. A few weeks earlier, on 4 August 1972, Ugandan dictator General Idi Amin had served 90 days’ notice to about 
70,000 Asians to leave the country. Each family was permitted to take only £55 and one suitcase per individual. Some 
28,200 who held British passports were admitted to the U.K.  
 
The British government set up the Uganda Resettlement Board to find accommodation for those unable to make private 
arrangements and to assist the expellees to find permanent homes, jobs, and school places. Sixteen temporary 
resettlement camps around the country were set up and staffed in just six weeks. This imperfect yet extraordinary feat of 
cooperation between central and local governments, the uniformed services, 63 voluntary sector organisations, and 
private volunteers has strong contemporary relevance. 
 
Fifty years on, British Asians from Uganda have excelled in many fields, from business and finance to politics, science, 
and the arts, integrating successfully and contributing to British society in many ways. “British Ugandan Asians at 50” 
(BUA50) is a program of the India Overseas Trust designed to mark this significant milestone. The Trust previously led on 
national commemorations of the 25th and 40th anniversaries. BUA50 is pleased to be supported by the National Lottery 
Heritage Fund. The program has a number of strands: 
 

• Recording, on film, the oral histories of people who volunteered to help with the reception of Asians from Uganda 
during the crucial early months after their arrival in the U.K. Although the history of the expulsion is well known, 
the stories of volunteers who came forward in their thousands to help them in their hour of need have never been 
recorded before. BUA50 has focused on three of the board’s resettlement camps: Tonfanau in Wales, Stradishall 
in Suffolk, and Heathfield in Devon. Surviving evacuees and leaders of the Ugandan Asian community have also 
been interviewed. 

 

• Bringing together a wealth of period photographs, artifacts, and documents into a touring exhibition. This can be 
viewed by the public for free between July 2023 and September 2023 at locations that include Leicester, 
Peterborough, Suffolk, West London, Coventry, North Wales, Devon, and North London. 

 

• Arranging events, including four panel discussions featuring distinguished speakers on Ugandan Asian themes, 
and a national service of commemoration at St Paul’s Cathedral in 2023. 

 

• Collecting images of over 300 period documents from the National Archives and other sources, and presenting 
these on the BUA50 website as a long-term resource for students of the expulsion. 

 

• Archiving the documents, video footage, and other materials at the Living Refugee Archive as a resource for 
future generations. Video footage relating to Tonfanau camp in Wales will also be archived with People’s 
Collection Wales, a program of the National Library of Wales. 

 
The BUA50 team has reached out to the organizers of Carleton University’s “Beyond Resettlement: Exploring the 
History of the Uganda Asians in Exile” Conference (15 November 2022) and plans to participate. Former CIHS 
president Mike Molloy gave a talk about Canada’s Ugandan Asian program to the British organization in London 
on 20 June 2022. 
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.bua50.org/
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More Readings and Materials on the Ugandan Asian Expulsion 
 
Primary Sources 
 
The Uganda Collection (2015), Carleton University Archives and Research Collections. 
https://arc.library.Carleton.ca/exhibits/uganda Note: this is Canada’s largest online collection of documents and oral 
histories on the Ugandan Asian movement. 
 
Memoirs 
 
Jaffer, Jalal (2022). Memories of a Ugandan Refugee, Friesen Press. Altona, Manitoba. 
 
St-Vincent, Roger (1973). Seven Crested Cranes: Asian Exodus from Uganda: The Role of Canada’s Mission to Kampala. 
40th anniversary Issue. Ottawa: The Canadian Immigration Historical Society.  
 
St-Vincent kept a daily log while managing the Kampala operation and wrote Seven Crested Cranes based on it shortly 
thereafter. A later, richly illustrated version can be accessed at https://carleton.ca/uganda-collection/seven-crested-
cranes-roger-st-vincent/ 
 
Molloy, Michael (2021). “The Ugandan Asian Expulsion. A Personal Memoir” in Finding Refuge in Canada, ed. George 
Melnyk and Christina Parker, Edmonton: Athabasca University Press. https://read.aupress.ca/read/finding-refuge-in-
canada/section/75b6e899-fe1c-4cfb-a8df-0bcf50a4d6c3. Accessed 2022-09-22. 
 
Molloy, Michael (2012-10-31). 40th Anniversary Lecture: Uganda Asian Refugee Movement. University of Western 
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Notice for CIHS Members: Annual General Meeting Information 
 
The CIHS 2022 annual general meeting (AGM) will take place via Zoom. The Bulletin canvassed members in the last 
issue, and the majority of respondents preferred the meeting be held “virtually” rather than in person to protect participants 
against Covid 19 and its variants. 

 
So please mark your calendars for the AGM at 7 p.m. on Thursday, 20 October 2021. 

 
Prior to the meeting, members will receive the registration invitation, agenda, various reports, and the list of candidates 
standing for election to the board, along with voting instructions. 

 
We look forward to your participation.  

https://arc.library.carleton.ca/exhibits/uganda
https://carleton.ca/uganda-collection/seven-crested-cranes-roger-st-vincent/
https://carleton.ca/uganda-collection/seven-crested-cranes-roger-st-vincent/
https://read.aupress.ca/read/finding-refuge-in-canada/section/75b6e899-fe1c-4cfb-a8df-0bcf50a4d6c3
https://read.aupress.ca/read/finding-refuge-in-canada/section/75b6e899-fe1c-4cfb-a8df-0bcf50a4d6c3
https://youtu.be/NtQPKNhxymYh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtQPKNhxymY
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2022 Gunn Prize Update 
Kurt F. Jensen 
 
The Gunn Prize committee of the CIHS has selected a 2022 winner for an essay relating to Canada’s immigration history. 
In fact, the two top essays were so close in exceptional quality that a certificate of honorable mention will also be issued to 
the runner-up. 
 
The winning essay was by Manum Shahid, a fourth-year student at McGill University, for an essay titled, Agency and 
Resilience: South Asian Migration to Canada, 1900-1967. The essay will be posted to the CIHS web site. A second essay 
was of nearly equal quality. It was submitted by Megan Yaskow, a fourth-year student at the University of Northern British 
Columbia, who will receive an Honorable Mention certificate for her paper, which was titled, Planning for Stability: Alcan, 
Kitimat, and the Portuguese Community, 1952-1980. 
 
Twelve essays were submitted this year. Ten of those fully met the requirements and were outstanding. The number and 
quality of submissions reflects CIHS’s successful new partnership with Carleton University’s History Department and the 
Local Engagement Refugee Research Network housed in its Political Science Department. 
 
The History Department of Carleton University used its contacts at universities teaching immigration/refugee history to 
inform the target demographic—university students of Canadian immigration history across the country—about the prize. 
The selection committee, consisting of Carleton Professor Laura Madakoro as chairperson, Rob Vineberg, Robert Shalka, 
Kassandra Luciuk (a professor at Dalhousie University and herself an earlier Gunn Prize winner), and Kurt Jensen, met in 
early August 2022 to select the winning essay. Identifying the best was a challenge. After narrowing the field of potential 
winners, the committee selected an essay which best reflected the requirements of the competition and demonstrated 
superior academic research. 
 
 

CIHS Molloy Bursary Update 
Charlene Elgee 
 
School’s back, and we are ready for it. The application form for the 2022 Bursary has been posted on the Society’s 
website with a 1 November 2022 deadline. The bursary is registered with two websites dedicated to providing scholarship 
information to students: https://www.scholarshipscanada.com/ and https://studentawards.com/. These websites have 
already generated interest, and so we are looking forward to seeing applications show up in our mailbox throughout the 
fall.  
 
You can make a donation to the Bursary Fund in two ways: 

• a cheque made out to the Canadian Immigration Historical Society and sent by mail; or  

• a bank-to-bank INTERAC e-transfer using the email info@cihs-shic.ca, with CIHS as the payee.  
Please be sure to indicate on the cheque or email that the funds are for the bursary. 
 

 
In Memoriam 
 
Mesheau, Darrell 
 
A long-time member of the CIHS, Darrell Mesheau passed away in early July 2022. 
He had a long career with Canada’s immigration public service. From postings to 
Rome, Tel Aviv, and Buffalo, as well as important in-Canada leadership positions in 
Ottawa and Halifax, he was well known and respected. Darrell pursued a wide range 
of interests throughout his life. We recommend his obituary to readers, as it describes 
his considerable strengths, varied interests, and volunteer pursuits. As he stated in 
his LinkedIn page: “Can’t stay retired…” 
 
Darrell brought his strong writing skills and good memory to the aid of the CIHS. He 
contributed to the CIHS’s Bulletin on the Czechoslovakian Special Movement, 
published in July 2005, in which he described the Vienna visa office operations that 
dealt with Czechoslovak refugee applicants in an expedited processing model. More 

https://carleton.ca/history/awards-prizes-and-scholarships-for-history-students/gunn-prize/
https://www.scholarshipscanada.com/
https://studentawards.com/
http://cihs-shic.ca/contact/
https://www.remembering.ca/obituary/darrell-mesheau-1085712212
https://cihs-shic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Bulletin-46-July-2005.pdf#page12
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recently, in Bulletin 99 (December 2021), he reprised some of his memories of that movement for new readers in an 
articulate and moving letter to the editor. 
 
 
Remembered by Val Allain 
After university graduation, Darrell started his career with the federal government as a diplomat with the Canadian 
foreign service. His international postings included Rome, Tel Aviv, and Buffalo. 
 
In 1977, back at Citizenship and Immigration NHQ in Ottawa, Darrell permanently joined the Canadian immigration 
domestic network. That year, he became Director of Immigration for the newly created New Brunswick Region, which 
had its regional headquarters in Fredericton. Darrell served as the director for 17 years (1977–1984), until the regional 
office closed. 
 
In January 1994, when CIC created the Atlantic Region to include all four Atlantic provinces, Darrell became director of 
Immigration at the Halifax regional headquarters. In August 1997 and as part of the Workforce Adjustment program in 
place at the time, Darrell decided to retire from the federal public service. 
 
After retiring and settling in Fredericton, Darrell remained very active in his community serving on boards of several 
charitable organizations. 
 
As his obituary reflects, Darrell was a gentleman—warm, caring, funny, and intelligent. He was a bright light wherever 
he went, a world traveler with a map collection to rival Rand McNally, a storyteller, a reader, a conversationalist, and a 
linguist. He was also an avid historian, with a passion for politics and debate over coffee with friends. 
 
Darrell never missed an opportunity to mention to people that he once babysat Bryan Adams—the great Canadian 
singer. Bryan Adams’s father, who was also part of the Canadian foreign service, needed a babysitter one evening and 
Darrell offered to help. 
 
In his retirement, Darrell was a professional tour guide for Road Scholar and for provincial travel media programs. He 
was also a very active participant in community events. He acted in plays and musicals all his life, was a professional 
actor in films, a member of Theatre St. Thomas for over 25 years (first joining them when they were looking for an “old 
guy” to play a particular role), and was in the process of learning how to play the ukulele for an upcoming theatrical 
performance. 
 
Darrell’s family was his joy. His most cherished roles were that of proud father to his two children, Alison and Ryan, and 
devoted “Grampy” to Lily Fae. He cared for his siblings Michael, Peter, Susan, and Shawn.  
 
Darrell’s Canada Immigration program legacy could be described as a strong commitment to keeping a progressive 
outlook. He always advocated research in new ideas to improve service delivery to clients. He will be fondly 
remembered by his Canada Immigration peers and contacts whether abroad or in Canada, especially in New 
Brunswick and the Atlantic region. 
 
Remembered by Joyce Cavanagh-Wood 
I am shocked and deeply saddened. He seemed so full of life. I have lovely memories from our time together in Vienna. 
 
Remembered by Michael Molloy 
I first meet Darrell in Vienna in September 1968. As a Manpower and Immigration foreign service trainee, I was supposed 
to spend two weeks in Vienna and then trade places with my fellow trainee, Doug Dunnington, and spend two weeks in 
Belfast. However, just before I arrived, the Russians and their east European stooges invaded Czechoslovakia (sounds 
oddly familiar). I ended up staying six weeks to help out at the Vienna visa office as thousands of Czechoslovakians 
sought refuge far from the Russian empire. 
 
The tiny two-man Vienna office consisted of manager John Zawisa and John Klassen. They were quickly reinforced by 
officers from various European embassies, and among them was Darrell Mesheau from Rome. In my eyes, Darrell was 
everything I hoped someday to be: good looking (no hope there), professional, sophisticated, debonair, worldly, 
approachable, and helpful. For me, and I believe for Dunnington, who joined us, at that early stage of our careers Darrell 
became the model to be emulated. We often spent evenings and weekends exploring Vienna in Darrell’s company, 
fascinated by his stories of his life in Rome. Two additional reinforcements, Joyce Cavanagh (Wood) and Marie Hacke 
(Beaulne) also made lasting impressions. (See Bulletin 46 “Czech Mates” for a collection of Vienna 1968 memoirs.) 

https://cihs-shic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Bulletin-99-December-2021.pdf
https://www.remembering.ca/obituary/darrell-mesheau-1085712212
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Years passed, and in November 1972 I arrived late one evening in Ottawa, fresh from Kampala, Uganda, en route to open 
a new office in the U.S. I checked into the Holiday Inn in the ByWard Market, convenient to Immigration HQ in the nearby 
Bourque Building. The following morning, I was delighted to spot Darrell in the coffee shop. I greeted him by saying “Hi 
Darrell, I’m heading for Buffalo”. He replied, “No, you’re not. I’m going to Buffalo: you’re going to Minneapolis”. Some kind 
soul had decided that as a Maritimer, Darrell should get Buffalo, while as British Columbians, the Molloys should be closer 
to the west coast in Minneapolis. In the months that followed, as I tried to figure out how to set up a small visa operation in 
the Minneapolis consulate, Darrell quietly filled embarrassing gaps in my knowledge. 
 
When Darrell left the foreign service to make his career in Halifax, his talent and knowledge were such that he was 
frequently asked to come to Ottawa for special assignments. That was the case in the latter stage of the 1979–1980 
Indochinese program when we needed someone to design and oversee a system to place 10,000 government-assisted 
refugees in communities across Canada. Whenever Darrell was in Ottawa, we would have him over to dinner, and my 
wife recalls that his visits were invariably an occasion for our son to crash his bike or take a tumble requiring a hospital 
visit. What did he think of us? 
 
In later years, Darrell would occasionally be in town during a CIHS annual general meeting and the warmth and 
enthusiasm of his welcome said a great deal about how much his colleagues liked and admired him. He was a truly 
perfect gentle knight. 
 
 
Théault, Alain 
 
Alain passed away on 4 August 2022, shortly before his 66th birthday. He started his foreign service career in 1982 and 
did back-to-back postings in Mexico City and Bangkok. In 1988, Alain became one of the first group of control and 
enforcement liaison officers, later renamed immigration control officers, stationed in Washington, D.C. He then became 
the immigration program manager in Guatemala. His Ottawa assignments complemented his skills for consensus-
building, negotiations, and knowledge of visa office operations and working environments. Alain was for a time the director 
for Europe in CIC’s International Region. He was also the well-regarded manager for the Legislative Review Secretariat, 
supporting the Legislative Review Advisory Group that published “Not Just Numbers” in 1997. He spent several years as 
CIC’s director general for the Priorities, Planning and Research Branch, and during that assignment he served a 
substantial acting term as assistant deputy minister for Strategic Direction and Communications. He finished up his career 
as the department’s area director in Paris, where he was responsible for visa office operations across most of continental 
western Europe and north Africa for five years. He then retired to Chambly, Quebec, to attend to his parents’ declining 
health. 
 
Remembered by David De Rose 
I first met Alain in June 1982 when we both joined the Social Affairs stream of the Department of External Affairs. For 
Alain, it was his first time working in English. At that time, of course, training was entirely in English. Alain (as always) did 
extremely well, but by the end of the day you could tell that he was very tired. It was not helped by the idiomatic English 
used by our training officer, the inimitable Liz Boyce. I remember one day, when Liz spoke of someone having “a bee in 
his bonnet”. Alain looked at me, slightly exasperated but in a good humour and asked me “Pourquoi est-ce qu'elle parle 
d'abeilles?” I explained the idiom to Alain’s satisfaction. We bonded in those training sessions. 
 
After Immigration Act and regulations training, Alain and I went to Montreal for regional training. This time, the linguistic 
shoe was on the other foot, and Alain acted as my end-of-day interpreter. We experienced the full range of CEIC's 
operations in Montreal, including immigration enforcement. I vividly remember looking over lists of people arrested the 
previous evening to see which were foreign nationals and taking a trip to the prison to do the same thing. We also went on 
a workplace raid—one officer and I went to the front of the premises, while Alain proceeded to the rear with another 
officer—to stop them if they tried to make a break for it. Fortunately, there was not a lot of running through the back alleys 
of Montreal that day. I also recall us spending an afternoon with the Immigration and Refugee Board observing a refugee 
interview. We were in a tiny, airless room with no windows, and, between the claimant and the officer chain-smoking, the 
room was so full of smoke that we could scarcely see. At that point, Alain confided in me that we either had to leave 
immediately or take up the habit! 
 
As so often happens in the foreign service, our careers took us on separate paths. I tracked Alain's career from afar, 
noting his various postings, watching as he moved up the ladder. Our paths crossed again at NHQ in the late 1990s. Alain 
had been made director of Europe for CIC’s International Region. We worked together on a number of projects, and I 
always found him diligent and extremely well informed. 
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Shortly afterwards, I was posted to London. I helped to organize an immigration program managers’ meeting at a country 
house in the south of England. I distinctly remember Alain, Ben Pflanz, and me discussing a locally engaged staff problem 
in the Middle East over lunch. Alain, as always, showed his excellent judgement in agreeing to our somewhat unusual 
plan to resolve the issue and, hey presto, problem solved. 
 
I served with Alain once again in Paris. I found out about his assignment when I was back in Ottawa for a course. He had 
me over to his place for supper. He was very pleased to have been named immigration program manager in Paris and 
wanted to know everything about the office before his arrival—including the various interpersonal conflicts inherent in a 
large office. On his arrival, his genuine niceness shone through and he easily won over the staff. Alain would insist upon 
meeting over lunch. I didn’t normally do the French lunch thing, but Alain took to it naturally. The various restaurants 
around the Avenue Montaigne often played host—but Alain’s favourite lunchtime activity was a visit to a wine shop near 
the embassy. The staff appreciated his business, but more importantly, they appreciated his knowledge of the wine! 
 
I was fortunate to call Alain a friend and I will sorely miss his good humour, his sharp mind, and his sense of fairness. He 
will be greatly missed. 
 
Remembered by John Baker 
Alain was with me in Bangkok in the mid 1980s. His high potential was obvious from the start, and he was a key member 
of our team. He accompanied me on a trip to Vientiane where his Thai language skills (Lao is a cousin of Thai) were very 
useful. Alain became very adept at Thai, although our applicants were almost entirely speakers of Indochinese languages. 
Alain and Dominique were active in all aspects of the social life of the mission. As nearly all our work was conducted “on 
the road” in refugee camps or in Saigon, Alain's ability to contribute and get along was appreciated by all. RIP, cher 
collègue. 
 
Remembered by Ian Rankin 
Alain and I were together in Washington, and it could not have been more productive or fun. The long chats I had with 
Alain were always full of ideas, particularly on how to implement the free trade agreement and facilitate border mobility. 
He was a great colleague, and I was very happy to have worked with him. 
 
Jean Roberge se souvient 
Sa propre annonce de son décès ou départ, sur Facebook, me choquât énormément et me remplit de tristesse. Puis, je 
me suis souvenu de son dynamisme et de sa joie, constants et contagieux. 
 
Intelligent, enthousiaste, infatigable, Alain fût tout cela! Il était toujours alerte, intéressé, compréhensif, acceptant et 
absorbant même les cultures et les modes de vie différents du sien. Il était, de plus, doué pour les langues. J’ai toujours 
été ébahi de le voir faire et garder de nouveaux amis dans tous les postes où il servit. En résumé, je dirai qu’il était 
chaleureux et profondément intéressé par l’être humain, par l’étranger qui lui faisait face. Il vivait le vers chanté par 
Pauline Julien : “On est toujours l’étranger de quelqu’un.” Je pense à lui et il va beaucoup me manquer. Bon voyage, 
Alain, vers cette nouvelle aventure ! 
 
Remembered by Robert Shalka 
Alain was part of the group of foreign service trainees from the class of 1982, whom Liz Boyce and I trained in the 
Immigration Act and regulations. He was a great colleague and a real gentleman. I particularly remember his aplomb and 
sensitivity when he visited Riyadh to deliver the bad news that my office was being closed. May he rest in peace. 
 
 
Whitehead, Gordon 
 
Gordon Whitehead passed away on 6 July 2022 after a long and open battle with 
cancer. Born in British Columbia, he studied English, history, and Russian at the 
University of British Columbia. He joined the immigration foreign service in 1967 and 
was assigned to diplomatic positions in Pakistan, India, the United Kingdom, 
Germany, Poland, and Portugal. In Ottawa, he was director of the European 
Programs Division at the then External Affairs headquarters.  
 
In 1992, he and his wife Jinny moved to Victoria, where he was director of 
immigration policy for the government of British Columbia for two years. They then 

https://www.galleryofbcceramics.com/post/jinny-whitehead-a-tribute
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moved to Vancouver, where he was an immigration judge for eight years, adjudicating refugee claims at the Immigration 
and Refugee Board until his retirement in 2002.  
 
As a person living for many years with rheumatoid arthritis, he volunteered in the area of arthritis research and advocacy. 
Gordon was the Vancouver co-ordinator for Patient Partners in Arthritis, co-chair of the Alliance for the Canadian Arthritis 
Program, a member of the Canadian Arthritis Patient Alliance, a member of the Arthritis Consumer Experts Advisory 
Board, and a member of the Consumer Advisory Board of the Arthritis Research Centre of Canada. He received the 
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee medal for this volunteer work.  
 
We present some of the dozens of tributes to Gordon written by friends and former immigration colleagues. These 
memories demonstrate the respect people had for Gordon as a friend and work colleague, and for Gordon and Jinny as a 
couple. He inspired many newly minted immigration officers and he was a trusted, knowledgeable, and reliable member of 
Canada's immigration team. Moreover, he was a thoughtful man with a wide range of interests and views on public issues, 
which he shared with his extensive networks through his Facebook account: postings on political commentary, humour, 
family events past and present, art works, and historic places. More poignantly, he posted openly about his failing health. 
Gordon is well remembered! 
 
Remembered by Roger Barliszen 
It was sad news when I learned that Gordon Whitehead passed away in Vancouver after a brave battle with cancer. I 
knew Gordon in that city when he was a member of the IRB in the Refugee Protection Division in the late 1990s. I was a 
refugee claims officer who worked with him at hearings, and his worldly knowledge and command of the English language 
were really amazing to behold. His generous character and sense of humour made him a wonderful man. May he rest in 
peace. 
 
Remembered by David Cohen 
Gordie and I met in Delhi in 1968. We had some amazing times together, experiences of a world that has since vanished. 
The retelling of these experiences has provided a lifetime of laughter with Gordie’s inimitable accent and delivery, most 
recently at the celebration of Gillian’s and my 50th wedding anniversary, where, with his wonderful wit, he played a star 
role. 
 
In the early 1970s we benefited from his hospitality for two weeks, enjoying a reprieve from the bleakness of Belgrade to 
revel in the bright lights of London. Subsequently, in Ottawa, he and Jinny showed us up on the cross-country ski trails. 
For decades our paths rarely crossed, until we retired to B.C. From time to time, on our visits to Vancouver, the four of us 
would have a meal together at a good Indian restaurant. Increasingly we had to resort to phone calls to keep in touch. 
 
We always enjoyed his insightful, satirical political commentary and I frequently felt that his talents were lost on the 
immigration department. Gillian and I will remember him as always cheerful, warm, and engaging. We will sorely miss his 
friendship. 
 
Remembered by Douglas and Barbara Dunnington 
Barb and I consider that our Gordie was one of the most intelligent and funniest friends we were fortunate to know. 
 
We first met in London when Gordon was the White Team Leader and I was the manpower recruiting officer. Jinny was a 
gorgeous secretary, who caused all of us to tell him not to let her get away. He finally succumbed to her charms and we 
attended a fabulous wedding on Pall Mall.  
 
Returning to Ottawa we lived near the Whiteheads in Blackburn Hamlet, where our backyards abutted. Barb and our girls 
regularly enjoyed tea with Aunt Jinny. Gordie and I often shared Bus 25 to get to the good old Bourque Building (former 
Immigration Foreign Service headquarters). 
 
Gordon’s appointment as B.C. immigration director, subsequent IRB judgeship, and our return to our hometown of 
Kitchener, did nothing to prevent our continued friendship. We met in Victoria, Tofino, Kitchener, Vancouver, and Grand 
Bend over the years. 
 
One of our fondest memories was of Gordon at Grand Bend. Jinny was taking a pottery course in America, so he spent 
several days with us on the shores of Lake Huron. Our girls and several of their university friends were visiting and 
happened to gather around our buddy. It soon reminded us of Socrates musing in front of his students in ancient Greece. 
One of the fellows accompanied me to the kitchen to get a beer. “Uncle Doug, who is that guy?”. My reply was “He is the 
smartest man I have ever met”. Later that night, we were going to the local rock and roll club where several of the girls’ 

https://www.arthritisresearch.ca/a-decade-of-volunteering-gordon-whiteheads-story/
https://www.arthritisresearch.ca/royal-honour-for-gordon-whitehead/
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friends were performing. Gordon was suffering from arthritis so initially felt reluctant to attend the show. We created a spot 
on the stage for him so he was soon rocking with his new friends at the gig. At the end of the set, he bought a round of 
drinks for the whole gang. 
 
Barb loves to tell the story of our discussing immigration issues. In one instance, we became quite animated, but I had to 
excuse myself to go to the bathroom. Gordie was emotional about the point he was making so followed me to the door. 
Much to Barb’s amusement, he continued to make his point through the door! 
 
When arthritis and other maladies took over his body, he turned a lemon into lemonade and became a very active 
volunteer in educating others about arthritis. He handled his illness with his usual sense of humour, telling me, “Dougie, I 
could be the poster boy for the B.C. Health Insurance Plan”. 
 
Jinny’s diagnosis of early Alzheimer’s was a shock and required considerable adjustments to their lives. Her care 
eventually required her admission to a nursing home, where Gordon visited her daily. His own illness finally took over, and 
Gordon passed away on 6 July, 2022 in the emergency unit of Vancouver’s St. Paul’s Hospital. His humour lasted until 
the end, as he said “No religious Mumbo Jumbo events”. 
 
Anton Jurkovich se souvient 
C’est avec une grande tristesse que j’apprends le décès de Gordon. Je le savais malade, mais son départ, prématuré, 
constitue quand même un choc. Gordon a été un modèle pour moi dès ma première rencontre avec lui à New Delhi, en 
1969, mon premier poste. Avec Cliff Shaw, notre patron, nous formions une équipe soudée, amicale, efficace. Gordon en 
était un élément essentiel. Son humour décapant, parfois caustique, sa riche culture, son professionnalisme, son esprit 
d’équipe nous inspiraient et nous soutenaient. Son amitié m’a beaucoup aidé à m’adapter à ce premier poste, plutôt 
exotique et parfois étonnant à cette époque. Par la suite, et jusqu’à sa retraite, j’ai croisé Gordon à l’occasion mais je n’ai 
plus eu, à mon grand regret, de contacts significatifs avec lui. Je garderai en mémoire ces moments particuliers. 
 
Remembered by Gerry Maffre 
Gordon and I were briefly colleagues during my first NHQ assignment in the grey and orange halls of Portage Phase IV in 
1980. The respect others had for him was obvious, to say nothing of his good humour. But I also well remember his 
support for younger officers and his readiness to share advice on policy, operations, and the culture and role of 
headquarters. Another career blossomed for him on Facebook, where his eclectic postings made interesting, touching, 
and human reading. He will be missed. My condolences to Gordon’s family on his passing.  
 
Remembered by Jim May 
“I’m sure I deserve a raise and/or a promotion, but if you can’t give me that, just send me a buddy.” According to office 
chatter, those were the words Gordon Whitehead penned into the most solemn of documents, his annual appraisal. It was 
1973, and Gordon was the sole immigration officer in Warsaw, attending to the immigration program as well as substantial 
consular duties. External Affairs had insisted that Gordon be posted as consul when the immigration program moved from 
Vienna earlier that year. The immigration program was itself substantial, with an annual visitor visa output similar to New 
York’s. In the spring of 1974, I was to become that “buddy”. 
 
My pre-posting briefings warned of espionage and the absence of permanent accommodation, generously sprinkled with 
tales of Gordon and his sense of humour. Those briefings did little to prepare me for what would unfold. Gordon was a 
character of the most adorable sort. He loved to tease, mimic, and create descriptive new words or phrases to capture 
any situation, all the while bouncing uncontrollably with infectious laughter. He also had his serious side. Offended by life’s 
inequities or evidence of incompetence, he could launch into well-orchestrated rage. He was a fierce debater and would 
conjure up endless analogies to make his point. With his deep baritone voice and professional acting experience, Gordon 
also had presence. Years later I recall one of his colleagues sharing with me his experience on the first day of his new job 
at the L.B. Pearson Building. After morning briefings, his new supervisor apologized for being unable to join him for lunch 
but suggested he go down to the cafeteria, where he would spot a fellow “holding court”. “His name is Gordon Whitehead 
and he’ll be surrounded by your new colleagues”. 
 
Recognized for his writing ability and intellect, Gordon was recalled from Warsaw in the early spring of 1975 to prepare a 
Green Paper for the proposed new Immigration Act. He returned several months later, invigorated by the prospect of new 
and more enlightened legislation. By the summer of 1975, posting now over, he returned to Ottawa for his next 
assignment. 
 
Gordon completed two more postings after Warsaw, to Lisbon and for a second time, to New Delhi. In 1992 he left the 
foreign service to become the director of immigration policy for the B.C. government. By that time, he was ravaged with 
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rheumatoid arthritis and the prospect of residing abroad had become untenable. The arthritis first presented on the 
second day of a week-long canoe trip we and our wives took to Algonquin Park in 1976. Embarrassingly, my contention at 
the time that Gordon was simply avoiding his share of portaging our canoes, was grossly unfair. 
 
After two years with the provincial government, Gordon was appointed to the Vancouver court of the Immigration and 
Refugee Board, where he remained until his retirement in 2002. By all accounts, his intellect, communication skills, and 
knowledge of world events ensured he remained a presence in that role too. 
 
In 2007 Gordon and I were in Beijing. On a tour of a porcelain factory an artisan said something as we approached. I 
asked the guide what was said, and she replied, “he says your friend is very special”. A truly perceptive comment indeed. 
From all of us who had the pleasure of knowing Gordon, a hearty farewell to a very, very special friend and colleague. 
 
Remembered by Michael Molloy 
The world is a sad place at present but for those of us who knew and loved Gordon's intelligence, wit, and humour it is 
even and ever sadder. 
 
Remembered by Kelda Whalen 
I stayed on the Canadian high commission’s compound with Gordon and Jinny during the summer of 1979 when I 
returned to Delhi on temporary duty. 
 
Gordon's arthritis was giving him a great deal of trouble, and although he was in pain he always kept Jinny and me 
laughing at the breakfast table as he put on his endless repertoire of accents—a Polish aristocrat, a British snob, and a 
confused Sikh gentleman arguing about something or other. It was a delightful way to begin the day and I will always 
cherish the memories. 
 
The last time I saw Gordon and Jinny was in Vancouver in 2011. They treated my friend and me to a Korean lunch and 
then very kindly gave us a tour of Vancouver's scenic spots, with Gordon keeping us all laughing with his witty 
commentary. I will always remember Jinny as a lovely, vivacious, and artistically talented woman. They were indeed very 
special people. 
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